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ABSTRACT 

Scaling Group Tasks: A method for Dimensional Analysis 

Marvin E. Shaw 

University of Florida 

A method for scaling small group tasks is described, patterned 

after the Thurstone and Chave attitude scaling technique. Ten dimen¬ 

sions of group tasks were tentatively identified, and 104 group tasks 

were scaled on each of the 10 dimensions. Limited evidence suggests 

that the obtained scale values are reasonably reliable and valid. 

Two factor analyses were completed to determine the degree of 

independence among the a priori task dimensions. On the basis of 

the results of these analyses and on certain theoretical grounds, 

six task dimensions were retained from the original set and described 

more fully. These dimensions are labelled as follows: Difficulty, 

Cooperation requirements, Solution multiplicity, Intellectual-mani¬ 

pulative requirements, Intrinsic interest, and Population familiarity. 

Some of the possible applications of the method are outlined 

ana some suggestions for improving the scaling procetmre are listed. 



Scaling Group Tasks: A Method for Dimensional Analysis 

Marvin E. Shaw 

University of Florida 

The importance of small group behavior has been increasingly 

recognized during the past several years. Along with this recognition 

has come a rapid acceleration in small group research. One conse¬ 

quence of this rapid growth has been the accumulation of a mass of 

experimental data, but little theoretical analysis. Thus wide gaps 

exist in the experimental literature; some factors influencing group 

behavior have received much attention, whereas others have been grossly 

neglected. One such variable is the group task. This neglect, however, 

does not appear to be due to a lack of recognition of the importance 

of the task as a variable. Several years ago, Carter (1952) suggested 

that the major determinants of group behavior are the kinds of persons 

who compose the group, the nature of the tasks and goals of the group, 

and the structure of the group. The importance of the task also is 

implied by Cartwright and Zander (1953) in their discussion of group 

goals and group locomotion. Similarly, more recent theories of group 

behavior have found it necessary to account for the effects of the 

group task upon group interaction (Thibaut & Kelly, 195b; Stogdill, 

1959; Bass, 1960a). 

Research findings likewise indicate the importance of the group 

task for group behavior. For example, conflicting results are some¬ 

times obtained when different tasks are used (Leavitt, 1951; Shaw, 
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lS54a), and these may be explained, in part, by taking the group task 

into account (Flament, 1&58; Shaw, lS54b). The few studies that 

have treated group tasks as a main variable have shown the important 

contribution it makes to the understanding of group behavior (Carter, 

et al., 1&51; Lanzetta & Roby, 1£56, 1S57; South, 1S27; Thorndike, 

1S38; Willis & Joseph, 1S5S). 

Despite the obvious significance of the group task in the de¬ 

termination of group behavior, very little has been done to identify 

or scale task dimensions. Researchers interested in other group 

problems are unable to select a set of tasks that are even roughly 

similar with respect to a common dimension such as difficulty, except 

by some untried pre-test procedure or quasi-logical analysis. Al¬ 

though a number of research projects have been concerned with the 

systematization and generalization of findings regarding group behavior 

(e.g., McGrath, et al., 1Í57, 1258; A!; .man & McGrath, 1S5&; Glanzer 

& Glaser, 1S5S), there seems to be only one article that deals directly 

with the problem of analysis and classification of tasks. Roby and 

Lanzetta (1958) attempted a logical analysis of tasks in relation to 

the overall group-task system, based upon input and output activities 

of groups. Although they were able to specify a system of classifica¬ 

tion which may be applied to any group task, their system does not 

appear to be particularly helpful to the investigator who wants to 

equate tasks along other relevant dimensions or to vary tasks along 

some spécifiée dimension. 

The dearth of research on tasks is due, in part, to the defi¬ 

ciency of the theoretical formulations. In fact, it is doubtful that 

a comprehensive theory of group interaction is possible until 
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considerably more is known about the relationships among the several 

variables influencing group behavior. Carter’s classification of 

variables influencing group behavior into member characteristics, 

group structure, and group tasks has been most helpful in the present 

research. It is recognized that these variables interact, but it is 

believed that it is possible to vary one factor (for example, group 

task) independently of other factors (for example, member characteris¬ 

tics) . 

The present research, then, is based upon the assumption that 

it is possible to identify at least some important characteristics of 

tasks qua tasks which can be scaled independently of other group 

variables. The relationship of task variables to group process and 

performance variables may very well be different for different group 

compositions and structures. However, this is regarded as an empiri¬ 

cal question that can only be investigated adequately after the various 

classes of group variables (structure, composition, and task) have 

been analyzed and relevant dimensions identified and scaled. 

The present research attacks only one facet of this overall 

problem, namely, the identification and scaling of task dimensions. 

Only those task dimensions that have meaning independent of the par¬ 

ticular groups that may attempt to solve them are considered. 

The first section of this paper describes the procedures used 

in collecting group tasks, identifying tentative task dimensions, and 

scaling tasks along these dimensions. The second section presents the 

results of the scaling procedure and evidence concerning the reliability 

and valieity of the dimensional scale values. The third section re¬ 

ports the outcome of two factor analyses applied to the scale values. 



The fourth section outlines the task dimensions derived from the factor 

analyses and from certain theoretical considerations. The fifth, and 

final, section briefly discusses seme applications of the dimensional 

analysis of tasks to small group research, and offers some suggestions 

for improving the effectiveness of tho procedure for scaling group 

tasks. 

Method 

The procedure was divided into three steps or phases. Phase 

I involved the collection of a set of group tasks suitable for analysis. 

These tasks were obtained from several sources: the experimental 

literature, investigators in the field of small group research, and 

tasks formulated especially for this project. Tasks drawn from the 

experimental literature and from other investigators were modified 

whenever necessary to make them conform to the requirements of the 

project. Tasks that were formulated for the project were based upon 

the investigator's own experience, parlor games and puzzles of various 

sorts. The 104 tasks collected by this procedure are shown in Appendix 

A. "Source" refers to the stimulus for the idea, and does not neces¬ 

sarily mean that the task was lifted verbatim from the report. When¬ 

ever possible, additional references are given for articles reporting 

research using the task. 

Phase ÏÏ was devoted to a preliminary identification of tasks 

dimensions. This was a trial-and-error, quasi-logical process. The 

investigator formulated and defined several dimensions on the basis 

of his own work with snail problem-solving groups. These were sub¬ 

mitted to several social psychologists who were experienced in small 
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group research for their comments and criticisms. They were also asked 

to suggest other dimensions that seemed important to them. Those di¬ 

mensions agreed upon by 50% of the consultants were retained for further 

analysis. The following dimensions are the result of this procedure: 

,. Cooperation requirements. The degree to which integrated 
acción on tho part of group members is required in order to complete 
the task. By this is meant the number of persons who are dependent 
on one another for performances of functions required for task solution 
anu the amount of such dependence. (For example, a task which reouired’ 
fbr solution that Person A perform action ai at the same time that 
Person B performs action ng would have higher cooperation requirements 
than a task whicn did not involve these integrated actions, but would 
have lower cooperation requirements than a task which reouired that 
Person A perform actions ai. b^, and at the same time that Person 

B performs^actions a2> h2> and c2’ respectively. In short, cooperation 
requirements refers co the degree to which goal attainment depends 
upon mutually interrelated action by group members.) 

fjgcision verifiability. The degree to which the "correctness" 
of the solution or decision can be demonstrated, either by appeal to 
authority (e.g., the l&GQ census), by logical procedures (e.g., 
mathematical demonstration), or by feedback (e.g., examination of 
consequences of tho decision, as in action tasks.) 

Difficulty, Amount of effort required to complete the task 
(e.g., time to solve, number of errors or failures to complete, etc 
would be measures of difficulty). ’’ 

clarity. The degree to which the requirements of the 
task are clearly stated or known to the group members. 

G°al Path multiplicity. The degree to which the task can be 
solved by a variety of procedures (number of different paths to the 
goal, number of alternatives for solution, number of different wavs 
that the task can be oonpleted). 

Intellectual-manipulative requirements. The ratio of mental 
requirements to motor requirements“ (For example, a task which requires 
only reasoning-thinking activities would be highest on this dimension- 
those requiring only motor skills, such as placing pegs in holes, 
would be lowest; and one that requires both mental and motor acti- 
vicies, such as deciding which pegs to put in which holes and doing 
same would be somewhere between the two extremes.) 

Intrinsic interest. The degree to which the task in and of 
itself is interesting, Motivating, or attractive to group members. 

Operational requirements. The number of different kinds of 
operations or sxills (number 01 specialized operations) required to 
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compieie the task. This includes number of different types of skills 
or knowledge needed for task solution. skihs 

Population familiarity. The degree to which the task is 

ÎÎTïll enc°untere? i" the larger society; i.e., the probability 
that the members will have had prior experience with the class of 
tasks to which the task belongs. 

Solution multiplicity. The degree to which there is more than 
one correct" solution.Csõme tasks, e.g., arithmetic problems, have 
only one solution that is acceptable; others have two or more, e.p. 

t®®k where iteras to be sorted have several dimensions; 
ano still others have almost an infinite number of possible solutions, 
e.g., human relations problems or matters of opinion.) 

Phase IÏI involved the scaling of tasks along these dimensions. 

The procedure followed was essentially the Thurstone and Chave (1929) 

procedure for scaling attitude itoms. The set of 104 tasks assembled 

in Phase ï was given to 49 judges who sorted them into eight cate¬ 

gories (or piles) representing different positions on the dimension 

under consideration. All judges except two were graduate students 

in psychology at the University of Florida, New York State University, 

or the University of Arkansas. The two exceptions were social 

psychologists with experience in the small group research area. 

There was no evidence that their responses differed from those of the 

graduate students. Each judge sorted the tasks on all dimensions, 

but no one sorted tasks on more than one dimension on a given day, 

and usually the sortings were separated by several days. The orders 

in which dimensions were sorted by the various judges were random, 

and the set of tasks was shuffled by E before each sorting. Each 

task was typed on a separate sheet which included all the information 

given in Appendix A except that portion relevant to task dimensions 

and source. 

For a given dimension, the judge was given the set of tasks, 

a definition of dimension (exactly as given above), and a copy of the 



following instructions: 

1. The sheets you have been given contain information about group 
tasks. These have been selected a variety of tasks used 
in small group research projects reported in psychological 
journals. 

As a first step in assigning scale values to these tasks, we 
want a number of persons to sort them into 8 piles. You will 
probably find it easier to sort them if you look over a number 
of tasks, chosen at random, before you begin to sort. 

2. Steps in sorting: 

a. You have been given 8 manila envelopes with letters on them. 
Please arrange these before you in regular order. 

b. Begin by sorting the tasks into four pites* On envelope A 
place those tasks that you believe are highest with regard 
to the dimension (name of dimension). On envelope C place 
the tasks that are next highest on thi^ dimension; on 
envelope .i those that are next highest; and on envelope 
G those that are lowest with regard to the dimension 
(name of dimension). 

c. When you have completed step b, divide each of the piles 
into two more piles to make a total of 8 piles more or less 
ovenly ãistvitntM "Jorg.tho serle. For example, those 
tasks you have placed on envelope A should be divided so 
that those that are highest on the dimension in question 
are placed on A and those that are next highest are placed 
on B; similarly, those on envelope C are divided and placed 
on envelopes C and D; etc. 

d. Reconsider, look back and forth from pile to pile, reshuffle 
tasks as much as may be necessary to be sure that you have 
each task in the pile that you think it should be in. 

3. DO NOT TRY TO GET THE SAME NUMBER IN EACH PILE. THEY ARE NOT 
NECESSARILY EVENLY DISTRIBUTED ALONG THE DIMENSION. 

4. In any case in which you may consider it important, you may 
assume the following conditions: 

a. The instructions listen on the task sheet are minimal; 
it is assumed that they are understood by all group members. 

b. The first of the several criteria listed is the one to be 
usee in evaluating group performance on the task. 

c. The size of the group is five persons. 

d. Subjects are selected randomly from a population of college 
undergraduates. ‘ e 
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The group is unstructured; that is, no structure is imposed 
on the group, no leader is assigned, no restrictions are 
placeo on communication channels, etc.* except as specified 
on the task information sheet. P 

5. When you have completed the sorting, please place each pile in 
the corresponding envelope and return to mo. 

/hen the sorting had been completed, the judge placed each pile 

of tasks in an appropriately labelled manila envelope and returned 

them to ri, who recorded the responses. 

Results of the Scaling Procedure 

Computation of Scale and Q values 

Following ThurStone and Chave (192S), scale values for each 

task were computed as the median of the distribution of judgments. 

Medians were computed by formula, however, rather than by the graphic 

procedure used by Thurstone and Chave. The interquartile range (Q) 

was taken as the measure of consistency. Again following Thurstone 

and Chave, when more than half of the judges placed a task in either 

eno category, Q was estimated by doubling the distance between the 

50th percentile and the 25th percentile for the high end of the dis¬ 

tribution, or between the 50th and 75th percentile for the low end of 

the distribution. This procedure probably overestimates the Q for 

those cases. 

For each task, then, an estimate of the scale value and of 

the reliability of the estimate was computed for each of the 10 di£ 

mensions. These values are shown below each task in Appendix A. 

The means and standard deviations of the scale values assigned to 

tasks on each of the 10 dimensions are given in Table 1. Examination 

of this data indicates clearly that judges were sorting the tasks 
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Table 1 

Means and Standard Diviatlons of Scale Values on the 
Various Task Dimensions 

Dimension Mean S.D. 

Cooperation requirements 

Decision verifiability 

Difficulty 

Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 

Intrinsic interest 

Operational requirements 

Population familiarity 

Solution multiplicity 

3.55 1.58 

5.76 2.18 

3.89 1.23 

5.35 1.18 

3.68 1.77 

requirements 5.95 1.69 

3.94 1.24 

3.40 1.29 

3.83 1.24 

2.56 2.36 
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differently for the different dimensions, and that they were discrimi¬ 

nating among tasks within each dimension. 

InterjudgeJRe1iabi1ity 

Obtained Q values ranged from 0.54 to 5.30, although only one 

Q value exceeded 5.00. For purposes of evaluating the consistency of 

judgments, an arbitrary criterion of o equal to or less than 3.00 

was adopted. Of the 1040 Q values computed, 73& (or approximately 

71%) were less than 3.09. On the basis of this criterion, it appears 

that judges were reasonably consistent, although some tasks were sorted 

inconsistently on most dimensions. 

The three most consistent dimensions were Intellectual-mani¬ 

pulative requirements, Cooperation requirements, and Solution multi¬ 

plicity. By our criterion, £&, 93, and 9S of the 104 tasks were con¬ 

sistently placed on these dimensions, respectively. Fy far, the most 

inconsistent dimension was Goal clarity, with only 34 tasks consistently 

placed by our criterion. Number of tasks consistently placed for other 

dimensions were as follows: Decision verifiability, 80; Difficulty, 

64; Goal path multiplicity, 81; Intrinsic interest, 62; Operational 

requirements, 82; and Population familiarity, 63. 

One further bit of evidence regarding interjudge reliability 

is available from an earlier pilot study. Eighteen judges sorted 

40 aiithmetic type tasks on the Difficulty dimension and on a dimension 

not included in the present study: Goal path clarity. Scale values 

were computed using the sortings of i judges obtained by one E and 

separately for sortings of the other £ judges who were recruited by 

another E. The product-moment correlations between these two sets of 

scale values were +.£0 for the Difficulty dimension and +.30 for 
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G-al path clarity. Further, six of the arithmetic tasks used in 

the pilot study were included in the present investigation (tasks 

number 24 through 2D in Appendix A), Scale values for the Difficulty 

dimension from the pilot study (based on 18 judges) correlated +.93 

with the scale values obtained in the present study. 

From the evidence presently available, the interjudge relia¬ 

bility of the scale values seems to be at least minimally satisfactory. 

Validity of Scale Values 

Unfortunately, evidence regarding the validity of scale values 

is quite limited. Perhaps the best evidence comes from the pilot 

stuoy referred to above. The Difficulty dimension provides the best 

opportunity to evaluate validity, since the actual performance of 

groups (e.g., time and error scores) serves as a reasonably good cri¬ 

terion. In a study designed for another purpose, Lav/son (1961) 

required groups of four persons each to solve 20 arithmetic problems, 

all of which were included in the pilot study. Dr. Lawson was kind 

enough to provide the error scores earned by his groups on these 

problems. The scale values for Difficulty obtained in the pilot study 

correlated +.64 with these error scores.1 When it is remembered 

>• .t the tasks were solved (in counterbalanced order) under a variety 

of experimental conditions (different communication networks and 

different days), this correlation becomes quite respectable. 

Also for another purpose, the author (Chaw, 1954a) obtained 

data on four of the 40 arithmetic tasks included in the pilot study. 

Scale values for Difficulty and time scores correlated +.80. This 

correlation is higher than for tne Lawson data, probably a random 

"T ' ■ * ’ 

~A11 correlation coefficients reported are Pearson r;s. 
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variation due to the extremely small number of cases. It is possible, 

however, that the higher correlation is due to the fact that time 

scores were usee as the criterion, since this criterion had been used 

by the judges in the sorting procedure. 

The Difficulty scale values obtained in the present study for 

the six arithmetic tasks included in the Lawson study also were 

correlated error data. The resulting r was +.79, which compares 

with the two values reported above. 

In general, the estimates of validity obtained by correlating 

group performance scores with scale values on the Difficulty dimension 

are encouraging. In view of the fact that the performance scores 

were obtained under a variety of experimental conditions, the validity 

coefficients are surprisingly high. We may conclude that the scaling 

procedure is valid for the difficulty dimension, although it does 

not necessarily follow that it is valid for the other dimensions. 

The validity of scale values for the other dimensions may be 

evaluated by determining how useful they are in organizing and under¬ 

standing data relevant to group behavior; i.e., in terms of construct 

validity. That other dimensions may have some validity for this 

purpose is indicated by a recent application by Fiedler (1963). 

He proposed a model for the prediction of group performance which 

attempts an integration of group effectiveness research with ASo 

and LPC scores on 21 different types of groups. This model is based 

upon the assumption that the type of leadership behavior required 

for effective group performance is contingent upon the favorableness 

of the group-task situation for the leader. Decision verifiability, 

Goal clarity, Goal path multiplicity, and Solution multiplicity were 
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used to operationally define task structure. Previously obtained 

cata were then classified in accordance with three major dimensions: 

affective leader-member relations, task structure, and leader-position 

power. A plot of leader attitudes and behaviors against the favor¬ 

ableness of the situation for the leader produced a U-shaped curve, 

which Fiedler interpreted as indicating that controlling, managing, 

directive attitudes are required for conditions which are very favor¬ 

able or unfavorable to the leader, while permissive, non-directive, 

and considerate behavior is required for moderately unpleasant or 

unfavorable group-task situations. The significance of this model 

for the present research is that taking into account tasks dimensions 

contributed to the systematization of group process data, thus 

demonstrating a degree of construct validity of task dimensions. 

In summary, it is concluded that the scaling approach yields 

scale values that are at least reliable and valid enough to merit 

further analysis. 

Factor Analysis of Task Dimensions 

Since the tasks dimensions that we have been considering are 

a £riori dimensions based upon quasi-logical analysis, the question 

of independence is of some concern. In attempting to determine the 

degree of independence among dimensions, two factor analyses were 

performed using the scale values obtained from the oorting procedure. 

The first analysis was based upon the 1040 scale values computed 

for the 104 tasks on all 10 dimensions. Table 2 shows the rotated 

factor loadings, and Table 3 shows the correlations among dimensions. 
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Table 2 

Rotated Factor Loadings (104 tasks and 10 dimensions) 

Factor I Factor II Factor III Factor IV 

Cooperation requirements 0,1606 

Decision verifiability -0.1458 

Difficulty 0.8520 

Goal clarity -0.6180 

Goal path multiplicity 0.2100 

Intellectual-manipulative 0.0554 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 0.2145 

Operational requirements 0.7648 

Population familiarity -0.0417 

Solution multiplicity -0.0240 

0.1168 -0.5917 0.0648 

-0.78SS 0.0355 -0.28S2 

-0.1263 0.0&67 -0.0148 

-0.20&6 0.2426 0.0657 

0.S436 -0.0208 0.2682 

0.1298 0.6270 0.4125 

0.6337 -0.2347 0.4361 

0.4156 -0.1998 0.2536 

0.3347 0.1460 0.6452 

0.9931 -0.0231 0.0471 
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Table 3 

Intercorrelations Among a priori Task Dimensions 
(104 tasks, 10 dimensions) 

2 3 6 7 8 10 

1. Difficulty 

2. Goal clarity 

3. Operation 
requirements 

4. Decision .02 .2^-.52 
verifiability 

5. Goal path 

multiplicity 

6. Intrinsic 
interest 

7. Solution 
multiplicity 

8. Cooperation 
requirements 

.05 -.31 .59 

.05 -.28 .58 

-.15 -.20 .33 

II 

-.89 

-.70 .67 

-.90 .91 .59 

.05 -.28 .32 -.14 .18 .26 .10 

9. Intellectual- .13 .16 .04 -.22 .20 .05 .07 
manipulative 
requirements 

10. Population 
familiarity 

-.12 .08 .25 -.47 .44 .42 .33 .04 

Note: Correlations among dimensions heavily loaded on a common factor 

bOXeS- ^ COm"0n '«*<>«■ i^icat=n/aCt0r 
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In Table 3, correlations among the dimensions most heavily loaded 

on each of the four extracted factors are enclosed in boxes. The 

pattern of intercorrelations makes the interpretations of Factors I, 

II, anu IV relatively easy. However, the low correlation between the 

two dimensions most heavily loaded on Factor III casts some doubt 

upon the assumption that Cooperation requirements and Intellectual- 

manipulative requirements represent different aspects of a single 

dimension. 

In part to help answer the questions raised by Factor III 

and in part to determine the stability of the factor structure, a 

second factor analysis was performed! using only the most reliable 

data. Since the Goal clarity dimension appeareu to be highly unre¬ 

liable by our criterion, scale values for this dimension were not 

included in the second analysis. Similarly, the 34 tasks that were 

sortea inconsistently (i.e., had C values larger than 3.00) on three 

or more of the remaining nine dimensions were eliminated prior to the 

secono analysis. (The tasks not included in the second analysis were 

those numbered 12, K-20, 22, 3i, 43, 46-50, 52, 57-61, 67, 6fc, 

72-78, 8!3-8¿, 9&, and 103-104 in Appendix A.) 

The rotated factor loadings from the second analysis are pre¬ 

sented in Table 4, and Table 5 gives the intercorrelations among di¬ 

mensions, again with correlations among dimensions loaded on common 

factors enclosed in boxes. It will be noticed that five, rather than 

four, factors were extracted in the second analysis, and that there 

was some shifting in factor loauings. The new factor (Factor V in 

Tables 4 and 5) is representeu by Intrinsic interest, which is the 

only dimension having a loading on this factor greater than .20. 
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Table 4 

Rotated Factor Loadings (70 tasks, 9 dimensions) 

Factors 

I II III IV V 

Cooperation requirements 0.1092 

Decision verifiability -0.1067 

Difficulty 0.8515 

Goal path multiplicity 0.1821 

Intellectual-manipulative -0.0464 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 0.2676 

Operational requirements 0.6636 

Population familiarity -0.1127 

Solution multiplicity -0.009S 

0.1673 0.6494 0.0205 0.0199 

-0.7264 -0.1392 0.2356 -0.1182 

0.0375 0.0526 0.1538 -0.0006 

0.9266 0.2917 -0.1043 0.0806 

0.0770 -0.2036 -0.7361 0.0159 

0.6134 0.0488 -0.3033 0.4324 

0.5095 0.3353 -0.0241 0,1799 

0.1747 0.2060 -0.7180 0.0637 

0.9905 0.0504 -0.0277 -0.0636 
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Table 5 

Intercorrelations Among a priori Task Dimensions for Consistent 
Dimensions and Tasks (70 tasks, S dimensions) 

8 9 

1. Difficulty 

2, Operational 
requirements 

.69 

3. Decision -.05 
verifiability 

4. Goal path 
multiplicity 

5. Intrinsic 
interest 

6. Solution 
multiplicity 

7. Cooperation 
requirements 

8. Intellectual- -.13 
manipulative 
requirements 

9. Population -.21 
familiarity 

-,60 

II 

O O 
- f 

.18 .63 -.73 .70 

.03 .50-.21 .91 .54 

.11 .42 -.21 .39 .15 .18 III 

-.07 -.23 .09 .25 .07 -.16 

.13 -.40 .25 .31 .18 .16 

IV 

.55 
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Note, however, that Intrinsic interest also has a high loading on 

Factor II, in agreement with the first analysis. Cooperation require¬ 

ments appears as the only dimension heavily loaded on Factor III, 

while Intellectual-manipulative requirements has loadings on Factor 

IV in common with Population familiarity. Factors I and II remained 

unchanged from the pattern found in the first analysis. An oblique 

rotation provided no additional information. 

In general, the second analysis is regarded as the best evidence 

concerning independence of dimensions. However, rather than attempt 

an interpretation of each of the five factors indicated by this 

analysis, consideration will be given to the meaning of the findings 

for the identification and description of task dimensions. 

Derived Task Dimensions 

Based upon the data obtained from the second factor analysis 

and certain theoretical considerations, the following are believed to 

be meaningful task dimensions: 

requirerÍi|5ÍíeteaíhtertáLmayTMSdeíflnet' 35 ^ m°mt 0i effort 
original definition of this dimensioA. Dimcuit^is Lnuenced“13 
y (or perhaps determined by) the number of operations skills anr> 

knowledges required for successful task comoletion U d 

- - - --íâI - requiring few operations, skills and knowledges tn ’ 
requiring manv onerationA ev-n t . to difficult,, i.e., requiring many operation^, skills and kno^dgeA. 
tively stable and/or strong dimension. This is a rela- 

goiution multiplicity (Factor II) may be def 
to which there is more than one "correct" solution This is a " 

Solution multiplicity was chosen as the label for th-io d-i 

only because it had the heaviest factor SU^aVso^use"01 
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number of acceptable solutions appears to be the more basic aspect 

Sat? ?ultiplicity (nU3lber of alternatives ?or ?ask 
completion) and Decision verifiability (degree to which acceptable 
solutions can be demonstrated to be correct) are probably the conse- 

teblp0L? A task that has numerous accep¬ 
table solutions will a .most necessarily have several alternatives 
for arriving at these various solutions, and it is very unlikely 
that any one solution can be demonstrated to be correct. Thus 7 

that haS a scale value on Solution multiplicity is’one 
that has many possible solutions that are acceptable, many alterna- 
paln f0r a^ajnins these solutions, and no solution that can be 
easily verified, whereas a task that has a low scale value on this 
dimension will have a single acceptable solution that can be easily 
demonstrated to be correct, and a single path to this goal 

., intrinsic interest, although correlated with Solution multi- 

Í3 a0t rgarde1 as a n3c©scary aspect of this dimension, 

intproof 1 ï is ?aGuC‘ up0n tv/° considerations. First, Intrinsic 
interest was shown to be at least partially indenendent in the factor 
structure revealed by the second factor analysis. Second, the 

+hIr«la^°n1W:iih jhe Solution multiplicity dimension may be due to 
Juds!f3 U3ed in study* Graduate students no 

SL thf îhe„C0TPleX tasks,more ^teresting, and they may have 
judged the tasks in our sample on the basis of their own feelings. 

Cooperation requirements (Factor III) may be defined as the 
degree to which integrated action of group members is required to 
complete the task. This dimension corresponds exactly to the ori- 

?oLaLfrSla l0nÍT?ÍnC* “ iS the °nly - Priori dimension that was 
ioaded on Factor III in the second analysis. Tasks at the high end 
of the dimensional continuum require that group members coordinate 
their actions so that each member is performing the proper function 

l tlJr ïï°£er lu3 relative t0 the actions of other members, whereas 
a tas.i at tne other extreme could be completed by each group member 
working independently and at his own speed. 

J.ntellectual-manipulative requirements is defined as the ratio 
of mental requirements to motor requirements. It is retained as a 
separate dimension despite the fact that it had loadings on Factor 
IV in common with Population familiarity. This decision is based 
upon the relatively low correlation between Intellectual-manipu- 

and Popu3Latioa hilarity, and upon a Possible 
artifact of the judging procedure. Since the judges ivere graduate 
students in psychology, their recent experiences had been with tasks 
of the mental type; hence it seems likely that these tasks would 
appear more familiar to them. This may account for the observed 
correlation between the two diTíie^^ionn «> 

Tasks at the high end of the dimension require only mental 
(reasoning, thinking) activities for completion, whereas those at 
the opposite extreme require only motor (physical) activities foî 
successful task completion. ur 

Population familiarity is retai 
may be defined as the" degree to which 

ned in its original form and 
the task is encountered by members 
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to most, it not all, members of the society thns» a+ «Zw r 

oe?dth1 so^etT“810" are fa”iUar 40 n° “L: ^oVJyr^bers 

the tai-fn aid of Itself (IsCigLV) íf d8llned aS the de*ree t0 «»Ich 

pendent dimension have already been discussed! In general it is 
regarded as a weak dimension. Although it mav be a8"t™Ü"’hÎ* 1 • 

betwe^fke'i^iïïduM'Lrïhe9^3'^ ** afreldaï^10n 

«Â-îi-aiK M 5Â.d- ïoth 
Of the six dimensions described above, the first three 

(Difficulty, Solution multiplicity, and Cooperation requirements) 

show the greatest promise of understanding group process. These 

three dimensions are relatively stable and strong dimensions in the 

sense that judgments are consistent and the factor structure is 

relatively stable. Intellectual-manipulative requirements and 

Population familiarity are ambiguous in that the factor structure 

is relatively unclear. Intrinsic interest is also vague in that the 

factor structure is confused and scale values obtained in the present 

study do not appear to be independent of the judges’ own experiences. 

In summary, it is believed that the data obtained from the 

research reported in this paper support the conclusion that meaning¬ 

ful, independent task dimensions have been identified, and that 

tasks can be assigned reliable and valid scale values on these 

dimensions by means of the judging procedure. There is no suggestion, 

however, that the list of dimensions given above is exhaustive; 

other, and perhaps more significant, task dimensions may be revealed 

by further analysis. 
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Discussion and Conclusions 

Applications 

The identification and description of task dimensions promises 

to greatly facilitate the experimental analysis of small group be¬ 

havior. Several applications seem obvious. First, tasks having 

approximately the same dimensional characteristics may be more 

readily identified, thus enabling the experimenter to test groups 

on a series of trials without the usual confounding of practice and 

task effects. (Of course, such confounding can be statistically 

unraveled by appropriate experimental design and analysis, but such 

procedures are relatively complicated.) Second, tasks may be se¬ 

lected to vary along one or more dimensions, while remaining rela¬ 

tively constant along the other dimensions. Thus, the relationships 

between task dimensions and group process variables may be determined. 

Third, the inclusion of task dimensions as a part of the total situa¬ 

tion may be expected to contribute to the theoretical interpretation 

of relations between other, non-task, group variables. An example 

of this type of application is Fiedler's (1963) use of task structure 

to systematize the observed relationships between the leader's 

LPC/ASo scores and group performance scores. 

Perhaps these will suffice to indicate the kinds of benefits 

expected from the analysis of task dimensions, although It is likely 

that other applications will become apparent as small group research 

progresses. It is also likely that the scaling procedure will be 

improved as new insights occur. To this end, several suggestions 

derived from the present study are presented below. 
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Suggestions Concerning Scaling Procedures 

Some investigators may elect to use the tasks and scale values 

given in Appendix A; others undoubtedly will prefer to select 

other tasks and scale them on the dimensions of interest. The 

following observations are offered as possible benefits to poten¬ 

tial users of the method. 

1. As in attitude scaling, judges show greater agreement on 

tasks near the extremes of the dimension than on those near the middle 

categories. 

2. Scale values given in Appendix A are computed to two deci¬ 

mal places. This is obviously optimistic, since scale values are 

almost certainly not reliable beyond the first decimal place. 

3. Consistent scale values probably can be obtained with 

fewer judges than used in this study. For example, Fiedler (1963) 

reported interjudge reliabilities ranging from .80 to .88 using only 

three independent judges who rated 35 tasks on Decision verifiability, 

Goal clarity, Goal path multiplicity, and Solution multiplicity. 

4. When tasks of a particular type are to be used, such as 

discussion tasks, greater differentiation among tasks can be obtained 

by scaling them as a part of a homogeneous set. When a heterogeneous 

set is scaled, as in the present study, there is a tendency for all 

tasks of a given type to be placed in the same category. In the 

pilot study involving 40 arithmetic tasks, discrimination among 

similar tasks was much greater than in the larger study. 

5. Dimensions must be defined with great care. Although much 

time and thought was given to definitions in the present study, it 

nevertheless appeared that the dimensions that were given the most 
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detailed definitions were the ones that yielded the most consis¬ 

tent scale values. Redundant definitions are indicated. 

6. Finally, by analogy to the scaling of attitude items, 

one may suspect that approximately the same results could be ob¬ 

tained by substituting means for medlars as scale values, graphic 

ratings for the sorting procedure, and/or a different number of in¬ 

tervals or categories for the eight we have used. 

In conclusion, it is b lie-ad that the Thurstone method of 

scaling has be ;n demonstrate* to be Tplica‘jje to the scaling of 

group tasiis, anc Int .juch application will contribute to the further 

analysis of sm :11 group behavior. The procedure is far from perfect, 

but further research may be expected to lead to significant improve¬ 

ments. 
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APPENDIX A 

-. Allowing tasks were used in the task analysis nrolect 
For sorting purposes, judges were given all the information shown’ 

oCuér e“£uÎLS"S;JXCePî "rrCe" and- or cou?L ?Îe scaî: "„d 
values. Source refers to the source of the task in its original 

form. Occasionally, a task was used in exact original form- how¬ 
ever, in most cases the tasks were modified to fit the particular 
requirements of this project. particular 

task. Tentatively» tasks have been grouped according to type of 

Mathematical Puzzles 

Task 1 

Paper and pencils. Copy of the following statement Materials : 
of the problem: 

+an-Parü®r íunfS Sent hls son to market with a number of chickens 

best g4^n îhat he mi?ht Sel1 any °r a11 of them as he thought 
„|st* Aken fh® son returned he reported to his father as follows 

vM?ld Mr* Smith half of the chickens and ¿ more! then 
next I^old Mr” Tho™»«dl/í wîat. rînal"ed and V3 of a chicken more; 
moie- fiMlív' t °”?? i/4 Sf !hat remalnad a>><> 3/4 of a chicken 

and 

señJ to”ãrk”t“e t0 Sell•" KOW many ohlcke"s «« Fa>-mer Jones 

Instructions; 
at a group decision 

Your task is to discuss the problem and 
regarding the correct solution." 

arrive 

Jarraer J°nöS sent 101 chickens to market. (Mr 

böurtt^/t Î 2 m0r8- or 5°i + i - 51; Mr. Wilson 
bought 16 2/3 + 1/3 = 17; Mr. Thomas bought 8¾ + 3/4 = 9- Mr 
Norton bought 4 4/5 * 1/5 - 5; leaving l/which were returneï 

Criteria : Time; correct/incorrect 

Source ; (old parlor game) 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Scale value 
03- 
7.37 
5.21 
6.78 
l.SO 

7.02 

Q value 
'2.65 
0.62 
2.58 
2.43 
1.64 

2.26 

30 
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Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
03 
3.61 
4.21 
0.56 

Q value 
T.48 
2.13 
3.23 
0.56 

***** 

Task 2 

for CÜPleS <0ne t0r eaChS) 

iS:? l'iïxnso 
following are the relevant passages from their letters: ' 

l?hoï; -Yoí^rhelÍaS toÍnhear MOn; 1 »f third. ■ 
second’ g h th * 1 WaS top* Joan was 

K?S,;.'!TWaS third’ and poor Ethel bottom.' 
vj carae out Söcond. Mary was only fourth.’ 

Phot -r^-F + WaS ^ourtk* Top place was taken by Betty ' 
■'hat, in fact, wao the order in which the five girls placed?” 

-TUCti°nS: '"!!@ are interested in observing how erouns of 

fn0äSyU«yl%1^^.\SoriShlyaf1^rLblyiUmo0rUkmoa„y^Äskatg?oSp??le" 

Solution: Kitty, Joan, Betty, Mary, Ethel 

Criteria : 
for solution. 

Number of girls correctly placed; time required 

Source : Deutsch, 1S4&. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population requirements 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
27sl 
7.21 
4.71 
5.61 
3.23 

7.12 
4.68 
3.04 
3.3S 
0.77 

Q value 
2.63 
2.58 
2.27 
2.50 
2.28 

2.46 
2.58 
1.98 
2.56 
1.82 

***** 
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Task 3 

Materials; Paper and pencils; copies (one for each S) 
of the following problem statement: ~ 

"There must have been a dearth of eligible young ladies in 
Kingsdale, for each of five men there has married the widowed 
mother of one of the others. Jenkin's stepson, Tomkins, is the 
stepfather of Perkins. Jenkin's mother is a friend of Mrs. Watkins, 
whose husband is a cousin of Mrs. Perkins. What is the name of 
the stepson of Simkins?" 

Instructions : "We are interested in observing how groups of 
individuals go about solving problems. Please read the problem 
carefully, then discuss it among yourselves and try to arrive at a 
group decision as quickly as possible. You may attack the problem 
m any way that you wish as long as you work on it as a group." 

Solution: Watkins 

Criteria: Time required for solution; 

Source : Deutsch, 194S. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
2.35 
7428 
4128 
5i71 
2; 66 

7.16 
4.17 
3*14 
3.23 
0.54 

correct/incorrect 

Q value 
2.48 
1.66 
2.33 
3.22 
2.31' 

1.88 
2.65 
2.05 
2.12 
0.56 

*>(<*♦* 

Task 4 

Materials : Paper and pencils; 
for each group member: 

a copy of the problem statement 

"Sight men entered a tennis tournament at Golfview. The 
tournament was played in three consecutive days, one round per day. 
No match was defaulted. The first and second round matches were 
stipulated to be 2 sets out of 3, whereas the final round was 3 
sets out of 5. 

After the tournament had ended, the following information about 
the tournament was widely known: 

Easton never played against Henderson. 
Before the play began, Gordon remarked to Bentley, '1 see 

that we meet in the finals.’ 

Chester won a set at love but lost his first match. 
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Altogether, iéô games were played, of which the losers won 43. 
v/hen the pairings were posted, Anderson said to Dalton, *Do 

you concede, or do you want to play it out?’ 

, ..0n the secoml day, the first round losers played bridge, and 
at the same table gathered on the third day with Easton in place 
of Anderson. e 

Bentley won 9 games. 
Francis won 37 games. 

+ í*1’!!* sc°re the tournament was a service ace by Gordon, 
at which Easton shouted, ’Hey4, I’m not over there. 

Who won the tournament?" 

Instructions: "This is a group task. Work on the task coopera- 
tively, trypogTo arrive at an answer to the quesrion posed in the 
problem statement that is agreeable to everyone. If you cannot 

ra\n0î:ity ,rGPort wil1 be accepted along with the majority 
decision. Let me know when you have arrived at an answer." 

Solution: Dalton 

decislonterÍ": Tlme re(iuire’ correct/incorrect; unanimity of 

project 
Source: Formulated by W. T. Penrod, Jr., especially for this 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
—03— 

7.16 
5.65 
5.44 
3.04 

7.12 
4.36 
4.12 
3.04 
0.56 

Q value 
“2.31 
2.82 
2.70 
3.81 
2.53 

1.84 
2.71 
2.02 
2.82 
0.5S 

***** 

Task 5 

copy of the following problem Materials: Paper and pencils, 
statement for each group member : 

eu '.'A.?ejta^n wonan went shopping one day and spent all her money. 
She visited shops A, B, C, and D, and purchased a saw, a dress, a 
pair of shoes, and a loaf of bread. She paid a dollar to enter shop 
A, where she spent half of what she had left for the day. Then 
she paiò a dollar to leave shop A and dollar to enter shop B. In 
shop B she spent half of what she had left for a dress. She paid a 
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dollar to get out of shop B and a dollar to enter shoe r Tn 

shop C she spent half of what she had left for a paS?Po?‘shoes 

Ir,eshToashf^LÎ0h^roeiS;^tCSharhaadd^ÎtariSaenî^i1?Pb?-.d 

r r^siir^to get out-Ho" 
Instructions : "This is a group task, 

arrive at a group solution to the problem, 
let me know." 

Work cooperatively to 
When you have an answer 

Solution: $45 

Criteria : 
answer. 

Time required; error - deviation from correct 

Source : 
project. 

Formulated by 11. T. lenrod, Jr., especially for this 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
Ol 
7.39 
4.63 
6.25 
1.77 

7.OS 
3.56 
3.21 
4.81 
0.56 

Q value 
"X47 
0.62 
2.23 
3.14 
2.04 

1.96 
3.01 
2.14 
2.63 
0.56 

# ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ 

Task 6 

Materials: Paper and pencils. A copy of the following oroblpn 
statement for each group member of the group: IOAAowing probier, 

. .. T*!£ee businessmen - Smith, Jones, and Johnson - all live 
in the Capital District" of New York. Three railwnvmon „n„„ 
named Smith, Jones and Johnson - live in the same district The 
usinessman Johnson and the brakeman live in Albany. The business- 

man Jcnora and the fireman live in Schenectedy. The businessman 
umith and the engineer live halfway between the two cities The 
brakeman’s namesake earns $12,500 per vear The enaínlí Th 
even 1/3 of th^salary of ïhe’bualSLman iivISg “ 

naie of íhnâgí”e“?»SatS ^ ÍÍre"an at billlard®- »at is tic 

at a ííip^¿„;Y^LírLi6pí0bur;ra;r.ryír»i”í ar£r 
me know when you have an answer." Y y * L 4 
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Solution; Smith 

Criteria: 
opinion! Time required; correct/incorrect; unanimity of 

Source : 
this project. 

Formulated by W. T. Penrod, Jr., especially for 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
2.14 
7.28 
5.15 
5.50 
2.68 

7.23 
3.73 
3.45 
3.25 
0.58 

Q value 
2.81 
2.40 
2 4 82 
4.10 
2.12 

1.64 
2.43 
2.3S 
2.60 
0.60 

***** 

Task 7 

copy of the following pro- Materials : Paper and pencils. ¿ 
blem statement for each group member: 

soph0mo?esSí¡;’on3rÓf’thrí0n*ifgWcon¿gesa“SYaÍ"d "“ííaíd“8 ^ 
Princeton, Dartmouth, Cornell, and ColÄ! Barri has a ein 
friend named Miss Short. Miss Phillips is Brewsters eiî/ Îi« 

sÄds’ girî?r Minkin188 ?ÍCe ÍS Johnson,s e±rl. mss West is ijQwaras girl* Miss Phillips doesn’t know any Cornell men' Mi«*« 

KenfroSirfcr Swef M1f Veet »»es^arvard men?- M?sf 
ro°ts/or Princeton. Brewster kiiows Miss West but she won’t 

TÒ which college dSesUcï «n l™* 3 blg Y °n hlS OTeat8r- 

instructions : This is a group task. Work cooperatively 

sïatornî 2 me?P anTr t0 the 1usstio” Posed in th? probï?^ statement. When you have an answer, let me know." * 

Solution : Johnson - Dartmouth 
Barry - Yale 
Brewster - Harvard 
Bdwards - Columbia 
Adams - Princeton 
Hunter - Cornell 

Criteria : Number correct pairs; time 

Source : Formulated by W. T. Penrod, Jr 
this project. 

required. 

., especially for 
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Dimension 
cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
2.31 
7.21 
4.77 
5.81 
3.17 

7.12 
4.55 
3.06 
3.15 
0.77 

Q value 
2.73 
2.72 
2.22 
3.14 
2.81 

1.70 
2.72 
2.20 
2.71 
1.52 

***** 

Task 8 

Materials: Paper and pencils. A copy of the following problem 
statement for each group member : 

"The Wilson family is a well-regulated household. When it 
turned out en masse to pick blueberries last fall, a separate 
quota was assigned to men, women, and children. Each quota was a 
whole number of quarts, and each individual was-expected to harvest 
exactly as many quarts as every other person in his category. 
The quotas were such that 2 men gathered as many quarts as 3 women 
and 2 children. Five women gathered as many quarts as 3 men and 1 
child. All quotas were filled and the total harvest was 116 quarts. 
The quota for a woman is 8 times that of a child. The quota for 

a man is 13 times that of a child 1 There are five men and six 
women in the family. How many children are there in the ’Wilson 
family?" 

Instructions : "Your task is to discuss the problem among 
yourselves and arrive at a group solution to the problem. Attack 
the problem in any way that you wish. Please let me know when you 
have a solution." 

Solution : 3 children 

Criteria : Time required; error - deviation from correct 
answer 

Source : Formulated by W* T. Penrod, Jr., especially for 
this project. 

Dimension Scale value 
Cooperation requirements 2.06 
Decision verifiability 7.30 
Difficulty 4.S7 
Goal clarity 3.68 
Goal path multiplicity 2.39 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 7.09 

G value 
2.68 
1.10 
2.08 
3.18 
2.03 

1.96 
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Dimension Scale value 
intrinsic interest  JTJg- 
Operational requirements 3.50 
Population familiarity 3.72 
Solution multiplicity 0.57 

Q value 
3.24 
2.40 
2.47 
0.56 

<<**** 

Task 9 

stateT^nt:5 aPer ^ pencils* CoW ot the following problem 

“f“’ J°hîî and Fau1» WQre traveling across the desert 

Pau" three jSst thL1^’ J°hn pr°dUced live loaves of bread and aui three. Just then a stranger, whom we shall call George, anoeared 
anu asked if he could join them for lunch. John and Paul LieedP " 

í£id Anl raealJa!.finished, all the loaves had been eaten. George 

hí,ld+í eight dlmes and said» ,]C wil1 leave ft to you to decide 
be divided between you,' How should the money 

of the^bread )íSSUme that a11 three raen to haVÕ öaten equal shares 

Instructions: "Discuss the problem 
arrive at a group decision about how the 

you have been given and 
money shall be divided." 

Solution: John should get 70? (7 dimes) and Faul 10? (1 dime) 

‘achafriTo? shcdid ^ «r“*“ fallir thusma)- 
acn atw 8/3 of a loaf. John provided 15/3 and ate 8/3; he must 

have contributed 7/3 to George's meal. Paul provided S/31 ate 8/3 

Seorge^meaîln1^ t0 Ge°rfQ,S Since ^ contribite^^to73’ 
dSd Hteiis".) Pr0p0rtl0ns °f 7 to !■ they should be 

Criteria : Time; pass/fail. 

Source : (old parlor game) 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
-Ï7SB- 

7.34 
4.23 
6.14 
1.88 

7.09 
3.44 
3.17 
5.17 
0.57 

Ç value 

0.66 
2.86 
3.33 
2.41 

1.96 
2.14 
1.96 
2.40 
0.56 

***** 



Task 10 

Materials : Paper and pencils. Copy of the following state¬ 
ment: 

"Suppose that there are two chains made up from links of equal 
size and made of metal $ inch in diameter. One chain is 16 inches 
long and the other 6 inches long. There are 6 more links in the 
longer chain than in the shorter one. How many links are there in 
each chain?" 

Insj;ructions : "Your task is to discuss the problem you have 
been given and to arrive at a group solution. When you have reached 
a decision, write your solution on the paper provided and hand it 
to me." 

Solution: The longer chain had 9 links and the shorter one 3. 
(Length of any chain having equal size links may be found by mul¬ 
tiplying the inside diameter of each link by the number of links 
and adding the product to twice the diameter of the metal used to 
make the links.) 

Criteria: Time; pass/fail. 

Source : (Old parlor game) 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
1.65 
7.28 
4.77 
5.50 
1.75 

6.72 
2.50 
3.56 
3.36 
0.56 

Q value 
2.21 
1.34 
2.56 
3.06 
2.17 

1.54 
2.40 
2.42 
2.76 
0.56 

***** 

Task 11 

Materials : Paper and pencils. Copy of the following state¬ 
ment : 

"A certain golf course had nine holes, 300, 250, 200, 325, 
275, 350, 225, 375, and 400 yards apart, in that order. Assume 
that a man could always strike the ball in a perfectly straight 
line and send it exactly one of two distances so that it would 
either go towards the hole, drop into it, or pass over it. What 
would the two distances be that would carry him around the whole 
course in the least number of strokes?" 
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. irking as a group, determine which two dis- 
tances will carry the golfer around the course in the fewest num- 
ber of strokes. Using these two distances, compute the number 
of strokes that will be required." 

Solution: 
(Good distances 

100 yards and 125 yards, requiring 26 strokes, 
are 125 and 75, requiring 28 strokes.) 

Criteria : Number of strokes; time. 

Source : (old parlor game) 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
1.83 
7.02 
4.23 
4.72 
2.78 

6.86 
3.34 
3.35 
3.94 
1.54 

Q value 
2.07 
2166 
2.77 
2.45 
1.86 

2.02 
2.05 
2.10 
3.01 
1.80 

Task 12 

Paper and pencils. Copy of the following problem Materials : 
statement : 

"A man had a barrel of beer and two measures, one holding fiv^ 
pints and one holding three pints. Using only the cask and the two 
measures, show how it is possible for the man to put exactly one 
pint into each of the two measures. No other vessels are to be 
ueed and no marking of the measures is allowedi" 

Instructions : "Your task, working as a group, 
at a group solution of the problem posed above." 

is to arrive 

Solution : Pill the two measures. 

Open the tap and let the remainder of the beer in 
the barrel run to waste. 

Close the tap and empty the 3-pint into the barrel. 
Fill the 3-pint from the five pint. 
2:.pty the 3-pint into the barrel. 

Transfer the 2 pints from the 5-pint to the 3-pint 
measure. ^ 

Fill the 5-pint from the 
the barrel. 

Fill the 3-pint from the 
the 5-pint. 

Empty 3 on the ground. 

barrel, leaving 1 pint in 

5-pint, leaving 4 pints in 
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in the 
Fill the 3-pint from the 5-pint, leaving 1 pint 

o-pmt measure, 

Empty the 3-pint, 

Transfer 1 pint from barrel to the 3-pint. 

Criteria: Time; number of moves required; success/failure. 

Source : (old perlor game) 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 

Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual- manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 

Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 

Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 

2 „35 

7.16 
5.88 

5.68 

2 „46 

6.85 

3 „72 
4 „04 

3.78 

1.11 

0 value 
2.44 

3.08 

2.38 
2.91 

2.50 

2.09 

3.05 
2.22 
3.21 

1.45 

« s|c A # * 

Task 13 

M^te^ials: Each group member is given statement of problem: 

Post-Oiiice as an old parlor faverite among teen-agers and 
even among some adult groups. The modern equivalent might be repre¬ 

sented by a certain Ciristmas party where many kisses were given 

and received under the mistletoe. A certain disinterested party 
kept count of these exchanges. F y 

The party consisted of seven married couples, one widower, 
three widows, twelve bachelors, and ten maidens. Everybody was 

found to have kissed everybody else, with the following exceptions- 
No male kissed a male. Ho married man kissed a married woman, 

h^S 0,'vn v/ifo" ^11 of i*1® bachelors kissed all of the maidens 
twice. The widower aid not kiss anybody, and the widows did not 

kiss each other. How many kisses were exchanged? (Assume that 

each kiss was returned and the double act counted as one kiss.)" 

IPhiïMÇtipps: "Discuss the problem among yourselves and arrive 
at a solution that is acceptable to the group." 

Solution: A total of 645 kisses were given. (There were 39 

saLp$rntif i^2rS1o‘ssk?s-Y?Hbod?nelsvnce the ix „ne i¿ DcChelors kissed the 10 maidens a second 
time we would have an additional 120, or 861 total! Since no man 

kissed a married woman except his wife, we deduct 42; no male kissed 

another male, so anocher i71 must be deducted; and no widow kissed 
another widow, deducting 3. Thus 881 - 42 - 171 - 3 = 645.) ssed 

Criteria: Time; correct/incorrect. 
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Source : (old parlor game) 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
2.32 
7.37 
4.65 
5.55 
2.50 

7.18 
4.77 
3.35 
3.72 
0.57 

Ç value 
2.56 
0.62 
2.24 
3.08 
3.26 

1.58 
2.64 
2.45 
3.06 
0.56 

# * * >)< # 

Task 14 

Materials : Paper and pencils. Copy of the following state¬ 
ment of problem: 

"Á man stopping at a motel ran out of money and would have no 
more for 23 days. The motel manager would not trust him, but, since 
the man had a heavy gold chain of 23 links, the manager agreed to 
accept one link in payment on each successive day and to restore 
the chain upon receipt of the money. The man was anxious to pre¬ 
serve the chain as intact as possible, how many links was it 
necessary for him to cut? Show how he was able to pay the manager 
one link for each successive day and yet cut only this small num¬ 
ber of links." 

Instructions : "Your task is to discuss this problem among 
yourselves and arrive at a group solution. Work together coopera¬ 
tively and try to find a solution that is agreeable to everyone 
but unanimity will not be required» When you have a solution that 
the group is willing to accept, please let me know." 

Solutlon: Payment can be made by cutting only two links - 
the 4th one and the 11th. This provides two units of 1 link each 

u”ft of 3 links, one unit of 6 links, and one unit of 12 links* 
vith these units, all values for 1 through 23 can be obtained. 

... Criteria : Error: difference between smallest possible number 
(2} and solution; time. 

Source : Marquart, 1855. 

Dimension Scale value 
Cooperation requirements 2735 
Decision verifiability 7.09 
Difficulty 5.15 

Goal clarity 4.08 

C value 
2.64 
3.24 
2,76 
3.42 
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Dimension 
üoai path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
2.54 

6.94 
3.94 
3.56 
3.28 
0.84 

Q value 
2.25 

1.87 
2.69 
1.84 
2.52 
1.72 

***** 

Task 15 

Materials : Paper and pencils. 
A balance or lever of the first 

long. Four hooks are placed a 2-inch 
of each arm, beginning at the ends. 
4, starting at the fulcrum. 

class, with arms 9§ inches 
intervals on the lower side 

Hooks are numbered 1, 2, 3, 

Ten weights weighing 1, 2, 3, 4 
ounces, each having the appropriate 

t 5,6, 7, 8, S 
number painted 

, 10, and 12 
on it. 

instructions: "We are interested in studying group problem 

°n eací ‘■•i?1. 1 «ill hang one of these wfïgMs ïn on” 
hí balance* y°ur task, working as a group will 

the ottarside ¿?thehf,n”Í8ht y?ü ShOUld han6 *rom hiok oí tne other side of the fulcrum so that the two are balanced ^hen 

Ze ecided’ ;?"8 the Weiebt °“ the hook to see whether you 
have chosen correctly. Trials will continue until you are able to 
state the correct principle that is involved " 

times Prlnciple: A lever is balanced when the weight 
times the distance on one side of the fulcrum equals the weieht 
times the distance on the other side of the fulcrum. g 

tim* Number of trials required to discover principle- 

rect trials ^ ^ decision (mean Per decision); nSmber oí cor- 

Source : Peterson, 1932. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
2.69 
6.68 
3.50 
4.69 
2.81 

4.64 
2.96 
3.72 
4.04 
1.15 

C value 
2t92 
1.95 
2.76 
3.54 
2 4 86 

3.24 
2.56 
2.90 
2.62 
2.09 

***** 
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Task 16 

Materials: Statement of problem: 

"A man bought a horse for $60 and sold it for $70. Then he 
bought it back for $80 and sold it for $90. How much money did 
he make in the horse business?" 

Instructions: "You will be given 8 minutes to discuss this 
problem. After the group discussion each person will please write 
the answer that he believes to be correct on the fraper provided 
and hand it to me." 

Solution : $20 (Incorrect answers that seem plausible range 
from -$10 to +$30, with +$10 being ihe most frequent» as reported 
by Maier & Solem.) 

Criterion : Percent correct answers 

Source : Maier & Solem, 1952 (Cf. Hoffman & Maier, 1961) 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
1»04 
7*26 
1.83 
7.12 
1*54 

7.18 
3.28 
1.68 
6.50 
0.63 

Q value 
1.60 
2l40 
3167 
2;S4 
2.10 

1186 
3*04 
2*57 
2119 
0.62 

***** 

Task 17 

Materials: Paper and pencils. Copy of the following problem 
statement : 

"A man took a bottle containing a pint of wine, filled a glass 
from it, and emptied the glass of wine into a jug containing a 
pint of water. Then he filled the glass with tlie.álktui'euin the 
jug, and poured it back into the wine bottle* Did he take more 
wine from the bottle than water from the jug, or more water from 
the jug than wine from the bottle?" 

Instructions: "This is a group situation. Discuss the infor¬ 
mation you have been given and work together on the task toward a 
group solution. Arrive at a decision as soon as possible and let 
me know when a decision acceptable to the group has been reached." 
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He did neither. Exactly as much wine was taken 
from the bottle as water from the jug. (Assume the glass held Í 
pint. After the first manipulation, the bottle held 3/4 pint of 
wine, the jug ^ pint of wine and 1 pint water. When the glass 
was filled from the jug, it held 1 part wipe and 4 parts water, or 
1/5 pint of wihe and 4/5 pint of water. Thus, 4/5 pint of wine was 
left in the jug, and 4/5 pint of water was added to the bottle of 
wine.) 

Criteria: Time; pass/fail. 

Source : (old parlor game) 

Dinension Scale value 
Cooperation requirements 2.29 
Decision verifiability 7.23 
Difficulty 5,04 
Goal clarity 4.70 
Goal path multiplicity 1,96 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 7.06 
Intrinsic interes t 3.31 
Operational requirements 3,41 
Population familiarity 3.77 
Solution multiplicity 0.70 

Ç value 
2.28 
1.64 
2.0S 
4.03 
2.41 

2.08 
3 >05 
2.36 
2.51 
0.86 

Task 18 

Materials : A copy of the following statement: 
"A man, having imbibed too freely, wandered into a vacant lot 

and fell into an open pit, 25 feet deep. Each time he took a step 
(as he tried to climb out) he moved upwards three feet, but slippied 
back two. Bow many steps will be required to get out of the pit?" 

Instructplonq: "This is a group task. Discuss the problem 
among yourselves and arrive at a group solution," 

So..ution : 23 steps. (On the last step 
so does not slide back the usual two feet.) 

he reaches the top a:nd 

Criteria: Pass/fail; time. 

Source : (old parlor game) 

Dimension Scale value 
Cooperation requirements 1.71 
Decision verifiability 7.32 
Difficulty 2.41 
Goal clarity 6,83 
Goal path multiplicity o,S8 

Q. value 
1.85 
0.88 
3.41 
2.15 
1.84 
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Dimension 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 

Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 

Solution multiplicity 

Scale vaina 

7.33 
3.62 
2.10 
5.09 
0.53 

***** 

Q value 

1.04 
2.39 
1.64 
3.11 
0.54 

Task 19 

TTfgfS; ^°Py the following statement: 

he found a mountain with^ch^ travel® over the United States 
would hold less water*on ?on of ïh“8® chf fcter^tics that a glass 

low. What mounta^L» sír^e^íalÃic1?..^6 ^ 

been ^S^riv^^alrou^dec ^î80“88 the Pr°blem ^ have 
posed in the problem statemfnt.” d Clslon regarding the question 

uuxu t jion : 

any llJTid Is always spherical Baîe' (The surface oi 

less its convexityThereio?o’ ?he Î™ Sea*er any Sphere is the 
the base of a greater Îï Î P f any vessel will form 

bottom. This sphere, being greaíe? sf a ““tain that at the 

words, the spherical surfais of Îhé’wâïeî ^sHI í?“VeX¿ ln other 
brim of the glass, and so win V i? 4 be less above the 
mountain thal at thl boMom) water at the top of a 

Criteria: Time; pass/fail. 

Source : (old parlor game) 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 

Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual—manipulâtive 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 

Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale va)iif! 

1.61 
6.62 
3.17 
4.25 
2.28 

7.42 
2.78 
1.94 
2.32 
2.08 

g-valqq 
1.84 
2.18 
4.42 
4.65 
3.32 

0.60 
3.36 
2.67 
3.10 
5.30 

***** 
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Task 20 

Materials : Copy of problem statement: 
"A lady was once seated in the family room watching TV when 

her son entered the room. Upon receiving the parental command, 
Go away, my son, and do not disturb mel", the son replied, "I 
am your son, but you are not my mother, and until you have shown me 
how this can be, I shall not leave. 

How do you explain the son's statement? 

ructions : "Your task, working as a group, is to arrive at 
a solution to the assigned problem." 

Solution: The boy's father was also in the room: the parental 
command came from him. 

Criteria. Time; success/failure; number of communications. 

Source : (old parlor game) 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
1.50 
5.90 
3.06 
3.75 
1.75 

7.43 
4.36 
1.68 
3.70 
0.84 

Q value 
2.09 
3.04 
3.71 
5.25 
3.27 

0.56 
3.17 
2.01 
3.00 
1.60 

***** 

Task 21 

Materials: ll pennies (or tokens). Coins are placed on 
table before group members, who are instructed as follows: 

instructions : "Your task, working as a group, 
how it is possible to remove five coins from the 11 
before you, add four coins, and leave nine coins." 

is to determine 
on the table 

Solution: Remove five coins from the il on the table, then 
add four to those that were removed, making 9 left - in the eroun 
of removed coins. 6 * 

Criteria: Time; correct/incorrect. 

Source : (old parlor game) 
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Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 

Scale value 
1.61 
7.30 
2.58 
4.68 
1.06 

Q value 
2.16 
1.48 
2.86 
3.63 
2.08 

requirements 4.61 
3.35 
1.54 
3.77 
0.64 

2.72 
2.38 
2.00 
2.79 
0.66 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

***** 

Task 22 

Materials; Paper and pencilst Copy of the following state¬ 
ment of the problem: 

"A certain man noticed that his bedroom had a square window 
that measured (on the inside) one foot every way, and was divided 
into four sections measuring 6 inches on every side. (He ignored 
the width of the bars separating sections.) Then he called in a 
carpenter and asked him to put in another window also measuring 
one foot on each side) but divided into 8 sections whose sides are 
all equal* How can this be done? 

Instructions : "This is a group task. You may discuss the 
problem among yourselves and attack the problem in any way that 
you see fit. The problem will be solved when you have a solution 
that is acceptable to the group." 

Solution ; 

Criteria: Time; pass/fail 

Source : (old parlor game) 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Scale value 
2.15 
7.32 
4.59 
3.62 
2.23 

Q value 
2.65 
1.14 
2.94 
3.47 
2.60 
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Disensión 

lä-tallectuul-aaninalative 
•VOQli ^ IT0T o f’’ 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational rc ^iirenencs 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 

5.44 
2.31 
3.42 
o rQ 
Is xj 

3.63 

G value 

3.39 
2.71 
3.44 
3.19 
0.66 

Arithmetic Problems 

Task 23 

, ., iifterj.alg: Paper and pencils; one copy for each S of the 
xoiiov/ing instructions. — 

Jnstry.clims: "You are a five man team whose job is to manu- 
faccure a product, the completion of which requires the operation 
o., five machines. In the past, you have rotated positions to avoid 
boredom, but each man has spent most of the time operating the 
machino that he prefers. John prefers machine 3, Steve machine 2, 

"alt 4 ” Iloberi machine 1, and Dennis machine 5. 
¿he lîorliOQs man has been around checking the time each man 

requires co complete the operation on one product when he is opera¬ 
ting eacn of the five machines. He has come uo with the 
following results: 

Machines 

John 
Steve 
Walt 
Robert 
Dennis 

mm. 
min. 
min, 
min. 
min. 

2 

3 min. 
2 min. 
? min, 
1 min. 
3 min. 

'± 
C 

5 
3 
n 

nin. 
min. 
nin. 
min. 
min. 

3Ä min. 
2¿- min. 
2 min. 
3¾ nin. 
5 min. 

i* 
mm. 

3i min. 
If min. 
3 rin. 
3 min. 

/oux" foreman noticed that when each man runs the machine that 
he most^prefers, the total time spent on each product is 16 minutes, 
It seems uo him that a different method of operation would result 
m substantial savings. He believes in letting his workers make 
oheir own decision, in so far as possible, and has asked that you 
consider cue problem and try to come up with a plan that will be 
more efficient than the present node of operation. 

Your task now is to examine the data provided by the Methods 
man and decide which person should operate which machine. When 
you have reached a decision, please write your olan out in detail 
on vhe paper provided." (Kote: Each 3 is given'one of the names 
listed bolow,) — 

Golution : Walt 
Steve 
Dennis 
Robert 
John 

machine 
machine 
machine 
machine 
machine 

1§ min. 
22 min. 
2 min. 
1 min. 
3 r--n. 

Total tine 10 r.;in. 
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Criteria : Amount of time for total operation according to 
the plan decided upon (the more time, the less effective the plan); 
time required to reach a decision. 

Source : Maier, 1953. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
3.05 
6.72 
4.19 
4.35 
2.94 

6.38 
3.12 
3.39 
4*44 
0.91 

Q value 
2.90 
1.92 
3.26 
3.88 
2.70 

2.36 
2.20 
2.63 
3.22 
2.68 

Task 24 

Materials: Paper and pencils, One copy of each of the 
following problem statement for each group member: 

"You are asked to give time of arrival at Town 4 of a plane 
which left Town 1 at 12;00 noon. You know the towns at which the 
plane must land, distance between towns, duration of stops and speed 
of the plane. Y/hat time does the plane land at Town 4?" 

One copy of each of t';e following items: (Items are randomly 
distributed among group members.) 

The plane stops at Town 2 for 1 hour. 
Distance from Town 2 to Town 3 is 200 miles 
The plane must land at Town 2. 
The plane must land at Town 3. 
The speed of the plane is 100 miles per hour. 
Distance from Town 1 to Town 2 is 100 miles. 
Distance from Town 3 to Town 4 is 100 miles. 
The plane stops at Town 3 for 1 hour. 

?.S*lt**uctions : "Your task is to solve the problem you have been 
given working together as a group. No one of you can solve the 
problem working alone because no one has all the information needed 
to solve it. You must, theriore, communicate with each other in 
order to reach solutions. You may communicate freely among your¬ 
selves, but you may not show each other the items of information 
that you have been given. The object is for every member in the 
group to learn the answer in the shortest possible time. Y/hen you 
have an answer that you are willing to accept - either your own 
solution or someone else's - raise your hand and I will collect 
your solution. The sooner each of you reports a solution, the 
better will be the group's performance score. Are there any 
questions?" 
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Solution: 6:00 p.m. 

Criteria : 
of incorrect solutions submitted)„ 

Source : Shaw, 1954a„ 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

time scores; errors (number 

Scale value Q value 
6.25 2.00 
7.34 0.66 
4.43 2.67 
5.28 3.48 
2.95 2183 

6.32 2.26 
3.04 2.21 
3.66 2.29 
4.46 2/33 
0.57 0 * 56 

Average of individual 

Task 25 

Materials: Paper and pencils. One copy of the following 
problem statement for each group member: 

"You want to determine how many men to hire in order to com¬ 
plete a certain building in 10 days. There are four jobs to be 
done: paint inside walls, lay floors, install plumbing fixtures 
and install electrical outlets. Y/hat is the minimum number of 
workers that you must hire?" 

One copy of each of the following items: (Items are randomly 
distributed among group members.) 

Each painter can paint one wall per day. 
There are 20 walls to be painted. 
Each plumber can install 5 fixtures per day. 
There are 100 plumbing fixtures to be installed. 
Each electrician can install 20 outlets per day! 
There are 400 electrical outlets to be installed. 
Each carpenter can lay one floor in 2 days. 
There are 5 floors to be laid. 

Instructions. Your task is to solve the problem you have been 
given working together as a group. No one of you can solve the 
problem working alone because no one has all the information needed 
to solve it. You must, therefore, communicate with each other in 
order to reach solutions. You may communicate freely among your¬ 
selves, but you may not show each other the items of information 
that you have been given. The object is for every member in t^e 
group to learn a answer in the shortest possible time. When you 
have an answer thaï, you are willing to accept — either your own 
solution or someone else’s - raise your hand and I will collect 
your solution. The sooner each of you reports a solution, the better 
will be the group's performance score. Are there any questions?" 
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Solution : 7 

Average of individual time scores; errors (number 
of incorrect solutions submitted). 

Source : Shaw & Rothschild, 1956. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
6.25 
7.30 
4.46 
4.90 
2.95 

6.18 
3.04 
3.77 
4.77 
0.56 

Q value 
1.92 
1.10 
2.64 
3.55 
2.98 

2.31 
2.20 
2.56 
2.54 
0.56 

***** 

Task 26 

Materials: Paper and pencils* One copy of the following 
problem statement for each group triember: 

"Your group represents an industrial organization which needs 
to purchase 50 trucks. You are considering four different mäkes: 
Fcndcj C'.' s, ut'íartcand.Plunes* The organization wants to 
buy the one which will give maximum service fcei* unit cost. Which 
make do you purchase?" 

One copy of each of the following items: (Items are randomly 
distributed among group members.) 

Fonds cost $3000 each* 
The average life of a Fond is 3 years. 
Chats cost $3500 each. 
The average life of a Chat is 3j years. 
Stuarts cost $4000 each. 
The average life of a Stuart is 3 years. 
Plumes cost $3500 each. 
The average life of a Plume is 4 years. 

Instructions : "Your task is to solve the problem you have 
been given working together as a group. No one of you can solve 
the problem working alone because no one has all the information 
needed to solve it. You must, therefore, communicate with each 
other in order to reach solutions. You may communicate freely among 
yourselves, but you may not show each other the items in information 
that you have been given. The object is for every member in the 
group to learn the answer in the shortest possible time. When you 
have an answer that you are willing to accept - either your own 
solution of someone else’s - raise your hand and I will collect your 
solution. The sooner each of you reports a solution, the better 
will be the group's performance score. Are there any questions?" 
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Solution: Flumes, 

Criteria : Average of individual time scores: 
of incorrect solutions submitted). 

errors (number 

Source : Shaw & Rothschild, 1956. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
6.18 
7.30 
4.27 
5.21 
3.06 

6.41 
3.25 
3.54 
5.06 
0.54 

Q value 
1.87 
1.30 
2.96 
3.44 
2.77 

2.29 
2.02 
2.36 
3.43 
0.56 

***** 

Task 27 

Materials: paper and pencils. One copy of the following 
problem statement for each group member : 

derid^M^0 ? staff group for a manufacturing company. You must 
cide which of four types of appliances to manufacture in 1956. 

r«riiHPe%°í aJPl;ances are: toasters, waffle irons, mixers, and 

fitleu\the 02e Which wil1 yield the greatest total net 
profit. Which type of appliance do you manufacture?" 

dis+r?hn*oSPy °f eaCh °f the followlng items: (Items are randomly 
distributed among group members.) 

The company can make 100 toasters per day. 
The company makes $1 net profit on each toaster. 
The company can make 75 waffle irons per day 
The company makes $2 net profit on each waffle iron. 
The company can make 50 mixers per day. 
The company makes $3 net profit on each mixer. 
The company can make 50 radios per day. 
The company makes $4 net profit on each radio. 

Instructions: "Your task is to solve the problem you have 
been given working together as a group. No one of you can solve 
thejirobiem working alone because no one has all the information 

ü+ÍÍÍe<V0 s°lve4_lt- You must, therefore, communicate with each 
other in order to reach solutions. You may communicate freely 
among yourselves, but you may not show each other the items of 
information that you have been given. The object is for every mem- 
ber in the group to learn the answer in the shortest possible time. 
When you have an answer that you are willing to accept - either your 
own solution or someone else's - raise your hand and I will collect 
your solution. The sooner each of you reports a solution, the better 
will be the group’s performance score. Are there any questions?" 
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Solution: Radio 

Criteria : Average of individual scores; 
incorrect solutions submitted). 

errors (number of 

Source : Shaw & Rothschild, 1956. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
6.32 
7.28 
4.25 
5.07 
2.94 

6.21 
3.35 
3.61 
4.94 
0.56 

Q value 
1.88 
1.48 
3.35 
3.54 
2.77 

2.34 
2.20 
2.46 
3.02 
0.56 

***** 

T^clc 28 

Materials: Paper and pencils. One copy of the following pro¬ 
blem statement for each group member: 

"Your group must raise money to buy a number of items for 
prizes for carnival games. You must buy four different items: 
dolls, flags, canes, and ashtrays. How much money must the group 
raise to pay for all items?" 

One copy of each of the following items: (Items are randomly 
distributed among group members.) 

The group needs 50 dolls. 
Dolls cost 20 cents each. 
The group needs 75 flags. 
Flags cost 10 cents each. 
The group needs 100 canes. 
Canes cost 15 cents each. 
The group needs 100 ashtrays. 
Ashtrays cost 10 cents each. 

Instructions : 'Your task is to solve the problem you have 
been given working together as a group. No one of you can solve 
the problem working alone because no one has all the information 
needed to solve it. You must, therefore, communicate with each 
other in order to reach solutions. You may communicate freely 
among yourselves, but you nay not show each other the items of 
information that you have been given. The object is for every 
member in the group to learn the answer in the shortest possible 
time. When you have an answer that you are willing to accept - 
either your own solution or someone else's - raise your hand and I 
will collect your solution. The sooner each of you reports a 
solution, the better will be the group’s performance score. Are 
there any questions? 
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Solution ; $42.50 

Criteria,: Average of individual time scores; errors (number 
of incorrect solutions submitted). 

Source : Shaw & Rothschild, 1856 

Dimension Scale value 
Cooperation requirements 6.25 
Decision verifiability 7.36 
Difficulty 4.15 
Goal clarity 5.21 
Goal path multiplicity 2.85 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 6.35 
Intrinsic interest 3.19 
Operational requirements 3.54 
Population familiarity 5.64 
Solution multiplicity 0.56 

Q value 
1.92 
0.66 
3.29 
3.60 
2.81 

2.20 
2.37 
2.70 
1.14 
0.56 

***** 

Task 29 

Materials: Paper and pencils. One copy of the following 
problem statement for each group member. 

"Eight men have volunteered for a dangerous bombing mission. 
Four are needed: pilot, co-pilot, navigator and bombadier. You 
must select four from the 8 volunteers, using number of dependents 
as the criterion. Which four do you select?" 

One copy of each of the following items: (Items are randomly 
distributed among group members.) 

Co-pilot A is married and has three children. 
Co-pilot B is married and has one child. 
Pilot C is married and has two children. 
Pilot D is married and has one child. 
Navigator E has no dependents. 
Navigator F is married but has no children. 
Bombadier G is married but has no children. 
Bombadier H has no dependents. 

Instructions : "Your task is to solve the problem you have been 
given working together as a group. No one of you can solve the 
problem working alone because no one has all the information needed 
to solve it. You must, therefore, communicate with each other in 
order to reach solutions* You may communicate freely among your¬ 
selves, but you may not show each other the items of information 
that you have been given1 The object is for every member in the 
group to learn the answer in the shortest possible time. When you 
have an answer that you are willing to accept - either your own 
solution or someone else's - raise your hand and I will collect 
your solution. The sooner each of you reports a solution, the 
better will be the group's performance score. Are there any questions?" 
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Solution: B, D, E, and H. 

Criteria: Average of individual time scores: 
of incorrect solutions submitted). 

errors (number 

Source : Shaw & Rothschild, IS56. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
6.12 
7.16 
4.06 
5.36 
3.31 

6.50 
3.58 
3.15 
4.61 
0.74 

Q value 
1.S6 
1.88 
3.36 
3.54 
3.00 

2.30 
1.S0 
2.54 
2.58 
1,76 

***** 

Task 30 

One copy of the following Materials : Paper and pencils. 
problem statement for each groun member, 

A Father is partially supporting his married son while the 
son is in school. Dependents of the son may be claimed either by 
the son or by his father for income tax purposes. How many depen¬ 
dents should the father claim in order to save the maximum amount 
of money for the two families?" 

diRtr?hn+fHPy °f eaCh °f thf folJowing items: (Items are randomly 
distributed among group members.) 

The son has four dependents. 

$6°° may be deducted from taxable income for each dependent. 
The father's tax is 40% of his taxable income. 
If the son claims only 2 dependents, he must pay $236 tax. 
If the son claims 3 dependents, he pays $106 tax. 
If the son claims only 1 dependent, he pays $436 tax. 

If Clairs 4 dependents, he pays nothing and gets 
$240 tax return. 

If the son claims no dependents, he pays $720 tax. 

Instructions : "Your task is to solve the problem you have be=>n 
given working together as a group. No one of you can solve the 
problem working alone because no one has all the information needed 
to soive it. You must, therefore, communicate with each other in 
order to reach solutions. You may communicate freely among your¬ 
selves, but you may not show each other the items of information 
that you have been given. The object is for every member in the 
group to learn the answer in the shortest possible time. When you 
have an answer that you are willing to accept - either your own 
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solution or someone else’s - raise your hand and I will collect 
your solution. The sooner each of you reports a solution, the 
better will be the groupé performance score. Are there any 
questions?" 3 

Solution: 3 

Criteria: Average of individual time scores: 
of incorrect solutions submitted). 

errors (number 

Source: Formulated by W. T. Penrod, Jr., especially for this 
project* 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
6.30 
7.30 
4.68 
4.93 
3.25 

6.50 
3.41 
3.94 
4.85 
0.57 

Q value 
1.98 
1.04 
2.12 
3.42 
2.54 

1.77 
2.50 
2.89 
3.26 
0.56 

***** 

Task 31 

Materials: Paper and pencils. One copy of the following 
problem statement for each group member: 

"A moving van is scheduled to leave city A with items to be 
delivered at Cities B, C» Û, & E. There are several routes that 
might be followed, but the driver wants to pick the shortest one. 
Oi course, he does not want to travel the same road twice, so he 
pians to visit each city once and only once. What is the shortest 

One copy of each of the following items; 
distributed among group members.) 

The distance from A 
The distance from A 
The distance from A 
The distance from B 
The distance from B 
The distance from C 
The distance from D 

to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 

B 
C 
D 
C 
E 
D 
E 

is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
i 

200 
50 

200 
150 

miles. 
miles. 
miles. 
miles. 

100 miles. 
200 
50 

miles. 
miles. 

( Items are randomly 

(direct route) 

There is no direct route between A and E, B and D, or C and E 
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Instructions: "Your task is to solve the problem you have 
been given working together as a group. No one of you can solve 
the problem working alone because no one has all the information 
needed to solve it. You nust, therefore, communicate with each 
other in order to reach solutions. You may communicate freely among 
yourselves< but you may not show each other the items of information 
that you have been given. The object is for every member in the 
group to learn the answer in the shortest possible time. When you 
have an answer that you are willing to accept - either your own 
solution or someone olse’s - raise your hand and I will collect 
your solution. The sooner each of you reports a solution, the 
better will be the groupé performance score. Are there any 
questions?" 

Solution: ACBED (350 miles) 

Criteria : Average of individual time scores; errors (number 
of incorrect solutions submitted). 

Source : Formulated by W. T. Penrod, Jr., especially for this 
project. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
6.30 
7.34 
4.32 
4.70 
3.50 

6.42 
3.12 
4.12 
4.83 
0.58 

Q value 
1.S0 
0.66 
2.12 
3.36 
2.76 

2.36 
2.73 
2.52 
2.46 
0.60 

***** 

Task 32 

Materials: Paper and pencils. One copy of the following 
problem statement for each group member. 

"You want to paint four rooms in your house: living room, 
kitchen, dining room, and bedroom. You have some paint and you 
want to buy as little additional paint as possible to complete th-e 
job. How would you distribute the paint among the rooms, and how 
much additional paint would you need to buy?" 

One copy of each of the following items: (Items are randomly 
distributed among group members.) 

The living room requires 4 gallons of paint. 
You have 6 gallons of blue paint. 
The dining room requires 2 gallons of paint. 
You have | gallon of brown paint. 
The kitchen requires 3 gallons of paint. 
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You have 1 gallon of green paint. 
The bedroom requires 1¿ gallons of paint. 
You have gallons of yellow paint. 

instructions ; "Your task is to solve the problem you have 
been given working together as a group. No one of you can solve 
the problem working alone because no one has all the information 
needed to solve it. You must, therefore, communicate with each 
other in order to reach solutions. You may communicate freely 
among yourselves, but you may not show each other the items of in- 
formation that you have been given. The object is for every member 
in the group to learn the answer in the shortest possible time. 
When you have an answer that you are willing to accept - either 
your own solution or someone else's - raise your hand and I will 

^our solution. The sooner each of you reports a solution, 
the better will be the group’s performance score. Are there anv 
questions?" 3 

Solution : LR and DR blue, K yellow, BR green; need J gallon 
yellow andgallon green to complete - or a total of 1 extra gallon. 

Criteria : Average of individual time scores; errors (number 
of incorrect solutions submitted). 

Source : Formulated by W. T. Penrod, Jr., especially for this 
project! 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
-6727- 

7.16 
4.50 
4178 
3.28 

6.37 
4.35 
4.06 
5.05 
0.64 

Q value 
1.Ö1 
2.04 
2.60 
3.43 
2.91 

2.14 
2.59 
2.87 
3.08 
0.66 

***** 

Task 33 

Materials: Paper and pencils¿ One copy of the following 
problem statement for each group member : 

"On certain days a salesman begins his travels at 6:00 A.M. 
He visits four cities in the following order: ABCDBCA. What time 
does he get home?" 
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One copy of each of the following items: (Items are randomly 
distributed among group members.) 

It is a ih hour drive from A to 3. 
It is a 2ÿ hour drive from C to D. 
It is a 1 hour drive fron C to A. 
It is a 3 hour drive from B to D, 
It is a 2 hour drive from E to C. 
He spends 45 minutes at B each time he visits it. 
He spends 1 hour at C each time he visits it. 
He spends hours at D each time he visits it. 

Instructions : "Your task is to solve the problem you have been 
given working together as a group. No one of you can solve the 
problem working alone because no one has all the information needed 
to solve it„ You must, therefore, communicate with each other in 
order to reach solutions. You may communicate freely among your¬ 
selves, but you may not show each other the items of information 
that you have been given. The object is for every member in the 
group to learn the answer in the shortest possible time. When you 
have an answer that you are willing to accept - either your own 
solution or someone elce's - raise your hand and I will collect 
your solution. The sooner each of you reports a solution, the 
better will be the group's performance score. Are there any ques¬ 
tions?" 

Solution : 11:00 .M. 

Criteria : Average of individual time scores; errors (number 
of incorrect solutions submitted). 

Source : Formulated by W. T. Fenrod, Jr., especially for 
this project. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
6.25 
7.32 
4.32 
4.01 
2.83 

6.39 
2.71 
3.75 
4.44 
0,56 

Q value 
2.00 
0.64 
2.97 
3.54 
2.74 

2.07 
2.79 
2.69 
2.85 
0.56 

»¡e $ $ $ ÿ 
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Task 34 

copy of the problem statemettt 
Materials: Paper and pencils, 

for each group member: 

=r?íked ‘!!at he had sae" a »ig mackeral and a big pickerel in the shallows of a nearbv cove Who« g 

estate of their size, he rela^êî the îolloiïag oCervatíoL“" 
The hody^of the pickerel was about twice the length of its 

The bhíL0f,the^1C?erel was about e1ual to the length of its 
The bSdw of ïh„ * ;engïh of the tail ■>* the mackerel. 

^inus tíe h“d el WaS ab°Ut aS l0ní! aS tha »‘»Ia pickerel 

The "pickerel!!0 mackerel was about as lo"« ^ the tail of the 

RÎ+hh^d»,0Î Pickerel was about \ of the body of the mackerel 
Both fish together were about three feet long. mackerel. 
What was the size of the mackerel?" 

in arrfvingCat°aD answer îolhe^sS STM oVïhT 

the nrôblíatament' Discuss the problem among yourselves and attack 

let L kío:.' a”y Way y°U Wi6h- Whe" !">“ aa answer! pl^aír 

Solution: 21 inches 

true ïengiF^unanimity^ofOpinion?°lUt*0n; da''la*iaa fom 

projefff^' Pornulated ^ T- 1 öhtod, Jr., especially for this 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
2.21 
7.34 
4.91 
5.93 
2.62 

7.09 
3.41 
3.62 
4.04 
0.57 

Q value 
2.91 
0.66 
1.84 
3.41 
2.37 

2.14 
2.61 
2.10 
2.53 
0.56 

***** 
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Task 35 
Sorting and Transfer Tasks 

in “he diagram°below^y ‘>laying Card and eaCh label8d ™ ^icntfd 

sort "Your task’ workinß together as a group, is to 
on ÎmÏ Í! cJrds as sickly as possible into 15 groups as indicated 

chart. Each group is to have the cards in it adding to the 
value indicated here (point), and all the cards oî a grou^are to 

tL COl°ï lndic"ted kere (point). Where no colSr in índicíted 
the cards may be mixed, but in every case the value of the cards 
m a group must be shown. Your scoíe will be the number of Souns 

comp^thTt^S fen :lme is called OT tiT?a£en i?r“r complete the task before time is called." 

Solution : Sorting as shown by chart. 

Criteria: Number of groups correctly assembled; time required. 

Source : Cattell, Saunders, & Stice, 1953. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
3.25 
7.12 
4.17 
4.S3 
3.36 

3.06 
3.05 
3.23 
2.59 
2.44 

Q value 
2.97 
2.18 
3.00 
3.60 
3.17 

2.40 
3.36 
3.00 
2.61 
2.92 

I)!**** 
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Task 36 

Materials: Paper and pencils. Copy of problem statement: 

has a 14 can full of milk. He wishes to divide 
the milk into two equal portions. In addition to the 14 quart 
measure he has a 5 quart measure and a 9 quart measure. How does 
he make the division without any waste, using the three measures 
only, and not guessing at the amounts? 

liLflLUctions: "This is a group task. Work on the problem 
cooperatively and try to arrive at a group solution. When you have 
a solution that is acceptable to the group, please let me know." 

Nabers refer to the measures that the milkman has 

mlaoníí1?' St6p rePresents a single transfer of milk from one 
measure to another. 

Transfer 
from-to 

14 9 
9 5 
5 14 
9 5 

14 9 
9 5 
5 14 
9 5 
5 14 
9 5 

14 9 
9 5 
5 14 

Criteria : Number of 

Source : Marquart, 1955. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Amounts left in 
5 9 14 

0 9 5 
5 4 5 
0 4 10 
4 0 10 
4SI 
5 8 1 
0 8 6 
5 3 6 
0 3 11 
3 0 11 

3 9 2 
5 7 2 
0 7 7 

time. 

Scale value Q value 
2.61 2.23 
6.86 1.86 
5.83 2.10 
5.25 4.04 
3.06 2.89 

6.42 2.76 
3,04 2.84 
4.04 1.98 
3.50 2.80 
1.58 2.83 

transfers ; 
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Task 37 

Materials: 
respectively. A 
pencils. 

Six disks labeled HI, H2, H3, Wl, W2 
large card with a diagram of a river! 

and W3, 
Paper and 

.. , ^»triictions : "The materials for this problem are the e-iv 
disks you have been given. On the A-side of a river are throe* 
wives (ÏÏ1, W2, W3) and their husbands (HI, H2 H3) All of tho 

but none of the women can row. Get them ¿cíoás ïo’the D-sîde of"16" 
the river by means of a boat carrying only three at one time n 

.t *• “ *■ 
ras-.’zLans r;,r,;ss 

write out your solution and hand it to me." unisned, 

Solution: H1,W1 cross over 

HI returns alone 
HI, H2, W2 cross 
Hl, H2 return 
HI, H2, H3 cross 
H3 returns 
H3, W3 cross 

Criteria : Time; number of crossings 

.Source; Shaw, Marjorie S., 1932. (Cf. Marquart, 1955) 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 

Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale valut? 
2.35 
7.06 
4.50 
5.50 
2.50 

5.35 
4.05 
3.44 
3.69 
1.37 

Q value 
2.20 
2.96 
2.97 
2.84 
2.54 

2.52 
2.23 
1.79 
3.49 
2.28 

***** 
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Task 38 

x Materials: Paper and pencils. A large card with a diagram 

respectively.^ÍX labelled M1» M2> M3» C1> C2, and RC^ 

labelfe™“iï?“-M^ ^e "Missionaries (represented by the disks 
labelled cî, ¿2’ ïnd r?? ree c?"nlïals (represented by the disks 

Cv 021 are on the A-side of the river on your 
diagram. Your task is to get them across to the B-side of the 
river by means of a boat which holds only two persons at one time 
All of the missionaries and one cannibal (RC) San row. N^Sr 
under any circumstances or at any time, may the missionaries be 
outnumbered by the cannibals. (Except, of course, when there are 
no missionaries present.) This is a group task. Work together 

as°Dossihiïh GOlVe îhe problem as accurately and as quickly 

KndP it to ;e.-- y0U haVe flnlShed’ Wrlte 0Ut r°ur solution and 

Solution : 

1. Ml and Cl cross 
2. Ml returns 
3 f* RC and C2 cross 
4„ RC returns 
5. Ml and M2 cross 
6. Ml and Cl return 
7. RC and Ml cross 
8„ Ml and C2 return 
S• Ml and M3 cross 

10„ RC returns 
11. RC and Cl cross 
12o RC returns 
13. RC and C2 cross 

Criteria: 
incorrect. 

Number of cronningc required; time; correct/ 

SoutMcq: Shaw, Marjorie E., 1932. (Cf. Marquart, 1955) 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
2.35 
7.02 
5.32 
5.54 
2.42 

5.61 
4.50 
3.50 
3.81 
1.21 

0 value 
2.37 
3.10 
2.90 
2.78 
2.78 

2.55 
2.33 
1.81 
3.38 
1.35 
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lask 39 

Materials : 

characteristics : 
A collection of buttons having the following 

Four different colors 

Four different sizes 

rum unierent snapes 

ISJÄÄ °° 
buttons.)” tW° Cate8°rleS wU1 result ln the same dlstribuUoÕ of 

instructions: "This is a reasoning task, xou are to work on 
- ?h?"°uP; The envelope beiore you contains a number 

tí cüiî ÏÜ* uTÎ! e four klnds of buttons. Your task is 
sort the buttons into groups representing the four kind«« nf 

buttons. Are there any questions?" ndS °f 

order : 
¡plutions. Classifications vary in frequency in the following 

Color (most frequent) 
Size 

Shape 

Criteria: Time required for an acceptable classifimtir.«. 
uniqueness of classification (Shape most Snique, etc?) ’ 

Source: Shaw & Gilchrist, 1955i 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 

Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 

Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requifemehts 

Intrinsic ihterest 

Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 

Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
2t50 
4)50 
1182 
4)42 

3)53 

4.07 
2.90 
1.96 
4.38 
3.46 

Q value 
2*36 
3)92 
2)04 
3.43 
2.26 

3.11 
3.22 
2.41 
3.82 
2.00 

***** 
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Task 40 

Materials: A square cardboard (about 2’ x 2') divided into 
16 equal sized squares. 

Sixteen cardboard squares about the size of the small squares 
on the board. On each card one of the following words is written: 
thirst, drinking, liquid, fountain, hunger, eating, food, restaurant, 
need money, working, job, industry, sex desire, sex act, woman, 
marriage. ’ ’ 

Instructions: "This is a reasoning task. You are to work 
together on it as a group. The envelopes before you contain cards 
upon which a number of words have been written. At the go signal, 
remove the cards from the envelope and do with them whatever you 
think you should. The board with the 16 squares may be used if you 
so desire. Are there any questions?" 

Solution: Cards should be arranged in the following manner: 

thirst hunger sex desire need money 

fountain restaurant marriage 

liquid food woman 

industry 

job 

drinking eating sex act working 

This is a double classification based upon categories of moti¬ 
vation (1st row), institution where motive may be satisfied (second 
row), object of need satisfaction (third row), and act of satisfying 
the motive (fourth row), and upon the relations among these cate¬ 
gories (e.g., thirst-fountain-liquid-drinking are related to a 
greater extent than thirst-restaurant-woman*drinking). The order 
or rows and columns is of no consequence as long as the above 
relations are maintained. 

Criteria: Number of words correctly placed; time. 

Source : Gilchrist, 1952. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
5721 
4.62 
3.64 
1.59 
4.15 

5.12 
4.85 
4.35 
2.79 
2.41 

Q value 
~2783 
3.31 
2.92 
2.85 
2.98 

2.37 
2.62 
3.57 
2.79 
2.61 

ft**** 
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Task 41 

Materials: Sixteen cards with numbers 1 through 16 printed on 
them. Cards are arranged as shown below: 

1 15 5 12 

8 10 4 9 

11 6 16 2 

14 3 13 7 

Instructions : "In as few a moves as possible, rearrange the 
cards so that the four rows, the four columns, and the two long 
diagonals each add up to 34." 

Solution: 1 11 6 16 

8 14 3 

15 5 12 

10 4 13 

Criteria : Number of moves; time. 

9 or any other arrange¬ 
ment that will meet 

2 the conditions. 

7 

Source : (old parlor game) 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
2.07 
7.06 
4 *81 
6*06 
4.04 

4.14 
2.64 
3.27 
2.61 
3.95 

<2 V3lMe 
2.64 
3.36 
2*97 
2.53 
2.47 

2.26 
3.27 
2.36 
2.76 
2.29 

***** 
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Task 42 

Materials : Nine cards labelled with numbers 1 through 9. 
Cards are arranged in groups: 

7 28 196 34 5 

Instructions: "If we multiply the first two numbers (7 x 28) 
it happens that the answer is the middle number (196), But if we 
multiply the pair at the other end (5 x 34) the answer will not 
be the middle number (196). 

Your task, working as a group, is to rearrange the nine cards 
in as few moves as possible so that each of the end groups when 
multiplied will equal the number in the middle. (Groups must con¬ 
tain same number of cards as before; i.e., 1 card, 2 cards, 3 
cards, 2 cards, and 1 card, in that order.)" 

Solutions: 

2 78 156 3S 4 (Requires moving 5 cards) 
4 39 156 78 2 (Requires moving 7 cards) 
3 58 174 29 6 (Requires moving 7 cards) 
6 29 174 58 3 (Requires moving 7 cards) 

Criteria : Time required; number of moves required for solu¬ 
tion; success/failure in alloted time. 

Source : (old parlor game) 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

Scale value 
2.44 
7.23 
5.37 
5.06 
3.50 

Q value 
2.36 
2.04 
2.45 
3.91 
2.48 

requirements 4.32 
2.23 
3.47 
2.81 
2.50 

1.85 
2.52 
2.10 
2.65 
2.26 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

***** 
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Task 43 

6 an^~l^h?íSí^-iSíX blauk cardboard diehs numbered from 1 through 
6, and 6 white disks numbered fkom 7 through 12. A ring about 3 

n? TÄ raWn 0D a WOrk table <or a Portable SoaiS)’and dîvLed 
into 13 sections, or compartments. Disks are placed in comnartments 

6nandn7erÍCal °rder WÍth 30 ei"Pty comPartment between disks^o. 

Instructions: "The white disks may be moved in one direction 

indaí¡¡er,bíaCk disks. in the opposite direction. They may be moved 

oooosïte SteP aî a time’ °r by jumPlng over one of ?he 
opposite color to an empty space beyond. In as few moves as oossiblp 

pin«?? dlSkS S° îhat White disks are where the black disks ori- ’ 
ginally were, and vice versa. The only restrictions are that Disk 

YÖär\^Wher\?iSk N°- 12 MS orIglnany? aíd vlce versa 
Your task, working as a group, is to determine how manv mov^ 

are necessary to complete the transfer." iermine now many moves 

Solution: 
(If white disks 
the moves are : 
6, 7, 8, 6, 5, 
5, 4, 3, 2, 1), 
10, 11, 1, 6, 5 
S, 10, 11, 4, 3 
five times.) 

Minimum number of moves is 118. 

move clockwise and black disks counterclockwise, 

4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 

, 4, 3, 2, 12, 
, 2, 10, 11, 2. 

h 5;„4» 3> 2’ 7' 8> 9> 10> 11* (6, 
12» (J* 8* 9, 10, 11, 12), 7, 8, 9, 

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 8, 

Numbers in parentheses are repeated 

Criteria : Number of moves; time. 

Source : (old parlor game) 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
2.50 
6.42 
5.36 
3.21 
3.50 

3.78 
2.61 
3.64 
1.95 
2.36 

Q value 
2.51 
2.81 
3.10 
3.40 
3.76 

2.35 
2.46 
1.73 
2.08 
3.33 
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Task 44 

Materials 
squares, eight 

shown below: 

: A "checkerboard" marked off so that there are 

on each side. Eight tokens placed on the board 
64 

as 

1 

2 

h 

3 

5 

6 

7 

1 
— I 8 1 

that n'!sîruc!i70-—: "Considering only the diagonals you will notic 
that no two tokens are anywhere in a line. Your task, as a eroun 

sõuar6m?h»t ïree 0i the t0keDS £r0m thelr Pressnt Position to a 
tïôîl .ÎÎÎÎ 1 î°* “n°ccuPied> so that in their new relativo posi- 
tions still no two tokens shall be in a line." * 

Solution : 

1 

— 

l 

2 

0 « 
» 

• 7 3 

3 
1 

• 

t 
» 

! 
1 

i 
! 6 

» 

h 
' 

-i 
8 

Criteria: Time; number of correct moves. 

Source : (old parlor game) 
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Dirnsnsion 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
1.86 
7.30 
3.42 
5.69 
2.36 

3.07 
3.08 
1.96 
2.35 
1.44 

Q value 
2.87 
1.18 
2.86 
2.66 
3.09 

2.88 
3.33 
2.53 
2.38 
2.06 

***** 

Task 45 

Materials: Twelve cardboard squares and 12 matches (or other 
tokens). Arrange cardboard squares so that they form a circle on 
a work table. Put one match on each square. 

Instructions : "You are to work on this task as a group. 
Start at any square and always move in one direction around the 
circle. Take one tiatch, pass it over two other matches, and place 
it on the next square. Again, take one match, move it over two 
other matches, and place it on the next square. Continue in this 
manner until you have two matches on each of 6 squares, with the 
other squares empty. Only six matches are to be moved. Do this 
in as few trips around the circle as possible." 

Solution: If squares are numbered 1 through 12, and "1 to 4" 

1 and move it to Square No. 4, 
to 6, 7 to 10, 11 to 2 

. 2 to 5, 6 to 9, 10 to 1 
Requires 3 revolutions. (It can also be solved in 4 revolutions.) 

means take the match from Square No. 
then: 1 to 4. 5 to 8, S to 12, 3 

or 
4 to 7, 8 to 11, 12 to 3, 

Criteria : Time; number of revolutions. 

Source : (old parlor game) 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
2.85 
6.19 
4.17 
3.92 
3.31 

2.97 
2.75 
3.53 
2.04 
2.62 

Q value 
2.65 
2.44 
3.23 
3.14 
2.49 

2.44 
3.33 
1.75 
1.96 
1.33 

***** 
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Task 46 

Materials: Sixteen cards numbered from 0 to 15. Arrange 
cards as shown below: 

12 3 4 
5 6 7 8 
9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 16 

Instructions: "You are to work on this task as a group. In 
as few moves as possible, rearrange the cards so that the four rows, 
the four columns, and the two main diagonals each add up to 30." 

Solution: 0 14 13 

11 5* 6* 
7 9* 10* 

12 2 1 

Note: There are other solutions, 
10 moves. 

Criteria : Number of moves; time 

Source : (old parlor game) 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

3* Minimum # moves is 10. 
8 The numbers with asterio^fl 
4 are not moved, although 

15* they do not occupy exactly 
the same position as be¬ 
fore relative to other 
positions in the square, 

but all require more than 

Scale value 
2.19 
6.94 
4.72 
6.05 
3.75 

ft.Yft.lye 
3.06 
1.87 
3.31 
2.86 
3.01 

4.06 
2.65 
3.18 
2.44 
2.64 

2.59 
3.07 
2.04 
2.85 
3.12 

***** 
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Task 47 

fford and Sentence Construction Tasks 

Materials: 
and pencils« 

A card having the secondary printed on it. Paper 

Instructions : "This is a group task. You will be allowed 10 
minutes to form as many words as possible using only the letters 
appearing in the word secondary. Each letter may be used only once 
in each word formed. Singular and plural do not count as separate 
words. Proper names and slang are not permitted." 

Solution: Variable 

Criteria: 

Source : Watson, 1928. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

in 10-minute period. 

Scale value Q value 
1.82 1.95 
5.50 4.35 
1.10 2.35 
7.18 2.28 
5.94 3.39 

6.37 1.79 
4.39 2.89 
1.88 2.04 
5.19 3.76 
6.09 1.69 

Number of words formed 

***** 

Task 48 

„ Materials : A card having the word neurotics printed on it 
Paper and pencils. -* 

iaslrvct^on^: "This is a group task. You will be allowed 10 
minutes to form as many words as possible using only the letters 
appearing in the word neurotics. Each letter may be used only once 
in each word formed. Singular and plural ¿o not count as separate 
words. Proper names and slang are not permitted." 

Solution: Variable 

Criteria: Number of words formed in 10-minute period. 

Source : Watson, 1928. 
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Dlaension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
1.82 
5.50 
1.08 
7.18 
5.94 

6.41 
4.43 
2.04 
5.19 
6.10 

Q value 
1.95 
4.33 
2.45 
2.28 
3.36 

1.76 
2.63 
2.27 
3.76 
1.75 

***** 

Task 49 

Materials : A card having the word courtesan printed on it. 
Paper and pencils. “ “ 

Instructions: "This is a group task. You will be allowed 10 
minutes to form as many words as possible using only the letters 
appearing in the word courtesan. Each letter may be used only once 
in each word formed. Singular and plural do not count as separate 
words. Proper names and slang are not permitted." 

Solution: Variable. 

Criteria : Number of words formed in 10-minute period. 

Source : Watson, 1928. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population faalliarlty 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
1.82 
5.42 
1.25 
7.16 
5.94 

6.37 
4.46 
1.95 
5.07 
6.09 

S-yalqe 
2.04 
4.32 
2.44 
2.54 
3.45 

1.79 
2.87 
2.27 
3.57 
1.71 

***** 
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Task 50 

Materials: Paper and pencils. 

tencerfr-^iÂïé f nanI, »“»Wl sen- 

rreC*”ndS r^*““ Sl'thSf 

ûCskT‘able ií tte8lT:i’ítesb«notetr?oertSL 

Solution: Variable 

—: Number of acceptable sentences produced by the group 

Source: Blake, Mouton, & Fruchter, 1954, 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity” 

Scale valuta 
2.04 
3.79 
1.83 
7.16 
6.18 

6.04 
3.28 
2.41 
5.42 
6.36 

Q value 
1.93 
3.50 
3.67 
2.62 
1.98 

2.24 
3.65 
2.95 
3.25 
1.42 

***** 

Task 51 

Müígrialg: The sentences to be reconstructed are: 

been L ^ Ä 

For each sentence, each word 1«? tvnoH nr, _ _ 
cards placed in an envelope. ^ d on a separate card and the 

Each of the envelopes^ou have hr°UP ?roblem solving situation. 

each having one word typed on it^Vout^ta«^^1?8 8 number of cards, 
cards so that the v/ords forS a m^nwïnî ÍS t0 SOrt sach set of 

on the sentences in any order that Jou wist^“^!^!! Y°Uhraay ^ 
group must be working nn isn, out all members of the 

object ïs to comp“;! !n ïbrü a"y gtven ‘i”0- Th0 time." complete all three sentences in the shortest possible 
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— 

Solution: Reproduction of sentences listed above. 

Criteria: Time; number of sentences correctly reproduced. 

Source : Heise & Miller, 1951. 

Dimension 

Coopération requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 

Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 

Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 

Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 

3.95 

6.32 

4.93 

6.23 

3.25 

5.58 

3.08 

3.82 

2.17 

1.04 

Q value 
3.10 

2.25 

2.77 

3.61 

2.24 

2.72 

3.21 

2.38 

2.85 
1.58 

Task 52 

***** 

Discussion Taskn 

Materials: 
of the following 

Pencils. Several copies (Number of Ss plus 1) 
problem sheet: _ * = 

Problem ; 
How can a person of average ability achieve fame and 

talents?lty th°Ugh he does not P°ssess any particular 

25. 

One copy for each S of the following instructions. 

rt ï” x^1- 
6 SteD l-°U»r?rbHe” Sheet' Tl!e procedure is as follows: 

z Siss 
s.SüïiÂ’.ri-.iaiT;’ 

Sach member should read his solutions to the group 
Then, working as a group, you must write as many solutions L ïoû 

can that have not been proposed by any of the group members For 

soîutïoïs°thaniSaVe*been giVen an addionalgproblem sheet. Zly 
solutions that did not occur on the individual sheets should be 
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not^accentabl©18 fïT Sh?et' K°«ficatlons of two solutions are 

on this proble» as /group™ V llve n’lnutes to «>rk 

SolutIon : Variable 

( tep 2), overall quality of solutions (Steps 1 and 2). 

Source : H, 
McGrath), C. Triandis (personal communication from J. E. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
3.S2 
2.05 
3.42 
4.31 
6.50 

6.46 
5.11 
5.31 
4.42 
7.06 

Sfr**** 

Q value 
3.09 
2.44 
3.40 
3.59 
1.87 

1.92 
2.56 
3.76 
3n51 
1.78 

Task 53 

statement, "During the y¿arsnprÍÍ!oís°LP?rrrí0r ^ - WÍth Problem 
2,500 Japanese soldiers died yeailv in miîitarïlneSe"JapaneSe War’ 
purposely designed to be hard and Lngeroís în orderUîorappîoachWere 
war conditions. In the war that 1:0 approach 
times fewer casualties than the Chinese ’ Afte/the^6 eleven 

saíi1nfa3t0h00rÍM0Sí1referrÍng t0 these‘f^‘= and lo an’.ÍK“ 

.Uitfr/àSr “Sl’sh^nhluîS pnao^drea“t«seforfÕrOUS pro and 10 con arguments. pe sPaces ior 10 

arguments?11061 0i PaPer Wlth the abov3 “‘«^1 to bo used for group 

One copy of the following instructions for each S; 

CO.».——;-CTirri: "ln the following task you will be riven -, 

a0~faí„"h^itio”S1oí ÍKnthe”Í CaîefUUy aad the/indicate 
pro and contra arguments for the theme"as^ou canmthïnk°ofî5tent 
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, probiein h^3 military, political, social, moral, and psycho¬ 
logical aspects. Formulate briefly as many arguments as you can. 

SCîuü11!!1!?!lr®d_Îln8 fo^ a single argument. The number and quality 
nf varCU?entS produced wilA serve as a basis for the evalualloh V 
problem perforraanC9, A^ments must be relevant to the outlined 

both pro aôdecõn!0Cal OÎ 10 mlnutes t0 COTStruct all yoor arguments, 

TYe?1-: ?°r h^lf of this time minutes) each of you has to 
wor.< alone and produce individually as many arguments as you can. 

For the second 5 minutes the grouo will work together 
to produce more new solutions. For this purpose you will be ^iven 
a separate Group bheet. Only arguments which did not occur on the 
individual sheets should be included on this Grouo ¡JhecTt. 

Solution : Variable. _ 

Criteria: Number of arguments produced as a group (last 5 

totaîenumhpïUnîity °f ai'guments Produced as a group (last 5 minutes); 
ments placed arC“ents and overall quality ol argu- 

Source : F. E. Fiedler & L. Szalav 
from J. E. McGrath) (personal communication 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
4„28 " 
1.50 
5.19 
4.32 
7.08 

7.02 
5.23 
5.50 
4.07 
7.38 

$ $ ÿ ÿ $ 

Q value 
2.74 
1.85 
3.93 
3.47 
2.34 

2.54 
2,09 
2,51 
2.95 
0.68 

Task 54 

of th^ÿoiio1^ rap^ and Penclls- Copies (one for each S) 
of the aollowmg problem statement and instructions: “ 

i tx?nf: . 'The SuPreffiG Court of the United States has 
rulec that legislation requiring the reading of the Bible in public 
schools is unconstitutional. This decision has generated considera¬ 
ble controversy, even among persons of strong religious D^r-uasion 

SoforÄ"2 Hthefdr1Si°S do S° °n t“ ¿asisP^“p£": 
ínm h î?h anJ state, and the constitutional orovision of free¬ 
dom of worship. These persons argue that reading*the Bible in‘sehools 
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Îh^Sop^eTLlhea^c1S1o\^TîL^1îïŒaîreaChnS- 
ÎÂ,01 îïe SChO0ls ^ ^ÎÎryt^re^aSw oí0“1" 

the sl£Lre ^¿SítíeTlo^eST^Id^rãe^í^^ ull^'' 

of°recô 

groups^ou^represent °íílClal P°1ÍCy °f ^ 

tton^^^ïLf^riL^^s'îo^cortL^^n^e^r^ri^r 
by ail n,e?be?sSoi mUSt be adofted Manlmously 

Solution : Variable, 

produáririé ¿TuT qUallty 0l the =0t oí teco-endatlons 

Source: J. S. McGrath, personal communication. 

Dimension 

Coopération requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
4.94 
0.79 
4.94 
4.28 
7.23 

7.18 
5.56 
5,45 
5.69 
7.21 

Q value 
2.41 
1.58 
3.71 
3.67 
1.82 

1.58 
2.85 
2.62 
2.67 
1.46 

♦ *#>!<* 

Task 55 

of th^ñ#InS ^hïa;"stSS-a„nâÆoS 

"riggiPlÜÄ-s Z^'wSa'^a^s)^e^^LT0*118“ 

?õ^iss^Sa'OT)nto0c^tíõlSLÍevi?iõnrp°f ^ F<äderal Co™""‘oaû0a 

legislation ls ¿o i^elhe^aucaMo^r^Ii oîaîi?^?' 

violence in ohildren^programs^deceitful^ractices11?! ike‘rigged 

rÂ^e“2s^r?‘îyio îï:o^rsMsutî°viuïd 

ridaS^SlívBoaÍS8ttony 7t^lTek7Tkrr ^ddd« *bose°naterlal 
are opposing ÏL^^iK^ror^f^ri^t^ ãZrlíT 

UJ 
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is a restriction of the right of freedom of speech. 
Your task as a committee is to consider and discuss this prob¬ 

lem as representatives of your religious foundations; and to 
develop a set of recommendations to be adopted as the official 
policy of the combined campus religious organizations. 

You have 25 minutes to discuss and decide on your recommenda¬ 
tions, and five more minutes to record them on the paper that has 
been provided. The recommendations must be adopted unanimously 
by all members of this committee." - 

Solution : Variable 

Criterion : Judged quality of the set of recommendations. 

Source : J, E. McGrath, personal communication. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
4.94 
0.84 
5.30 
4.06 
7.18 

7.18 
5.50 
£ .39 
5.55 
7.21 

9 value 
2.52 
1.88 
3.37 
3.97 
2,04 

1.72 
3.53 
3.00 
2.80 
1.46 

Task 56 

Materials: Paper and pencils. A copy of the following problem 
statement and instructions for each S. 

Instructions : "The 'ßolte' Commission recently proposed to 
Congress that the ROTC program benefits be standardized. Specifi¬ 
cally, the prese.-./ • system of financing the NROTC programs provides 
for tuition, books, and a $50 monthly allowance for four years, 
while Army and Air Force ROTC cadets do not receive comparable 
benefits, especially during the first two years. According to the 
Commission’s report, this has attracted many exceptionally°capable 
individuals into the Navy program purely for the financial benefits 
which it offers, although only 25% of these men remain in the 
service. 

Your committee has been appointed to write a brief proposal 
to be submitted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. This proposal 
should recommend a fair and equitable implementation of this policy, 
without exceeding the total of currently available funds for ROTC 
training, and justifying the recommenda.tion as convincingly as 
possible. 

You will have 25 minutes in which to complete your proposal." 



Solution : Variable 

Criterion; Judged quality of the proposal. 

Source : F. E. Fiedler & W. Meuwese (personal communication 
from J. E. McGrath) 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
3.83 
0.84 
4.36 
4.06 
7.16 

7.18 
4.50 
5.04 
4.62 
7.21 

Q value 
2.68 
1.88 
3.17 
3.76 
2.04 

1.86 
3.38 
2.27 
2.76 
1.46 

***** 

Task 57 
1 

Materials; Paper and pencils. A copy of the following pro¬ 
blem statement and instructions for each S. 

Instructions ; "A nation-wide program has been instituted to 
alert the public to our defense problems. The ROTC has been assigned 
the task of helping elementary school children understand our cur¬ 
rent national defense problems. 

Your committee has been instructed to compose a fable or story 
for 8 to 10 year-old children which clearly shows the need for a 
large army in peace time. The fable or story must be clear to these 
young children, and as interesting and original as possible. Your 
main point should be that a trained land army is the most important 
element in the protection of a country even when TÏ~is not engaged 
in a major war, even when it must also protect its coast line. 

down the complete fable or story, including an appro¬ 
priate bicle^Remember that the story will be used with elementary 
school children. 

You will have 25 minutes to complete your story." 

Solution: Variable. 

Criterion: Judged quality of the completed story. 

Source : F. E. Fiedler & W. Meuwese (personal communication 
from J. E. McGrath) 
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Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
4.27 
0.74 
5.28 
4.44 
7.23 

7.09 
4.94 
5.61 
4.61 
7.39 

Q value 
2.59 
1.76 
3.48 
3.93 
1.82 

2.42 
3.29 
3.08 
3.43 
0.62 

***** 

Task 58 

Materials : Pencil. One copy of the following problem sheet: 

LIST TEN POSSIBLE USES FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING OBJECTS: 
a wire hanger (used for holding clothes) 
1 • 
2. ----—-- 
3. ----—- 

10. 

a ruler (used for 
1. 
2. --- 
3. -- 

measuring length) 

10. ' ___ 

One copy of the following instructions for each S: 

Instructions: "In this test your group will be asked to 
consider some common objects. Each object has a common use which 
wil! be given to you. Your group is to list ten other uses for 
which the object or parts of the object could serve. Remember 
that you must all agree on the ten uses." 

For example: 

Given: a newspaper (used for reading) 

Your group might agree on the following other uses for a newspaper* 
1. to start a fire 
2. to wrap garbage in 
3. to swat flies 

s 
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1 

4. stuffing to pack boxes 
5. to line drawers or shelves 
6. to make up a kidnap note 

Note that all of the uses listed are different from each other 
and different from the primary use of a newspaper, which is for 
reading. 

Remember, each use imist be different from the others and 
different from the most common use which is given to you. In 
addition, do not use the same unusual use as a response to more 
than one object» In othez* words, none of your responses should 
occur more than once in the entire set* 

Your group has a total of ten (10) minutes to agree on ten 
uses for each of the two items oh the problem sheet. 

Solution: 10 different and uhuSuai uses fot each object. 

Criteria : Ntimber of uhüsual uses listed; time required; 
unusualness of items listedi 

Source : Pax-hes & Meadow, 1959. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale Value 
3104 
2.77 
2.50 
5.75 
6.42 

6.35 
4.78 
3.93 
5.25 
6.21 

Q yal.U? 
U89 
2i27 
3.43 
2.85 
1.80 

2.20 
3.58 
3.60 
2.87 
2.01 

***** 

Task 59 

Materials: Paper and pencils. Copy of question: "What makes 
for success in our culture?" 

Instructions : "Your task is to discuss the question you have 
been given and decide among yourselves the five most important traits 
a person needs for success in our culture. When you have arrived 
at a decision, write the list of traits on a sheet of paper and 
hand it to me." F F 

Solution: Variable 

Criteria: Time; judged quality of decision. 

Source : Cleveland & Fisher, 1957. 
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Dimension 
coopération requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
-Ttt- 

0.77 
3.50 
4.64 
7.18 

7.23 
5.64 
4.50 
5.71 
7.36 

Q value 
7761 
1.82 
4.40 
4.64 
1.72 

1.32 
3.43 
3.68 
2.48 
0.66 

***** 

Task 60 

Materials: Pencils and paper; copy of the following instru- 
tions: 

Instructions: "This is a study of group creativity. As a 
group, consider the practical benefits and/or difficulties that 
would arise if everyone born after 19_ (enter appropriate date) 
had an extra thumb on each hand. Discuss this among yourselves 
and prepare a group list of benefits and a list of difficulties 
that you foresee as a consequence of the extra thumb. You will 
have 15 minutes to complete the task." 

Solution : Appropriate lists 

Criteria: Number of benefits and difficulties listed; judged 
quality of items listed. 

Source : Cohen, Y/hitmyre, & Funk, 1960. 

Dimension Scale value 
Cooperation requirements 3.12 
Decision verifiability 2.03 
Difficulty 2.95 
Goal clarity 5.08 
Goal path multiplicity 6.79 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 7.09 
Intrinsic interest 5.37 
Operational requirements 3.50 
Population familiarity 2.90 
Solution multiplicity 6.97 

Q value 
2.33 
2.03 
3.31 
3.98 
1.83 

1.48 
3.61 
4.55 
3.45 
1.34 

***** 
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Task 61 

Materials : Paper and pencils. 

Instructions : "Your tasiT^Ln^to'TH^'ÇUSS^the question, ’Should 
ent regarding college grades be abolished?’; to come to an 

the answer to this question; and to write a briei reporr 
the agreement reached. You will have 15 ainutes to complote this 
task." 

Solution: Variable 

Criteria : Cuality of written report as judged by "experts." 

Source : Blake, Mouton & Fruchter, 1954. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Seals value 
3.86 
0.77 
3.75 
4.81 
7.18 

7.18 
6.14 
4..75 
5.45 
7.28 

Q value 
2.51 
1.42 
4.33 
4.41 
3,06 

1.86 
2.16 
3.66 
3.56 
1.24 

***** 

Task 62 

Materials: Paper and pencils. Copy of the following statement 
"The church as an institution is outdated and serves no useful 
function in modern society." 

Instructions : "Your task is to discuss the statement you have 
been given and to reach a conclusion as to your acceptance or rejec¬ 
tion of this statement. During the discussion, try to answer the 
following questions: 

1. What functions does the church serve in our society? 
2. Are these functions necessary co modern man? 
3. Can these functions be served equally well by other social 

institutions? 

Come to some agreement among yourselves and write a conclusion 
setting forth your reasons for accepting or rejecting the statement. 

Solution: Variable. 

Criteria : Time; judged quality of conclusion; number of 
reasons given. 
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Source : Carter, Haythorn, Meirowitz, & Lanzetta, 1951. 

Dimension 
Coopération requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

Scale value 
4.12 
0.82 
4.62 
5.42 
7.16 

0 value 
2.30 
1,72 
4.22 
4il8 
1.88 

requirements 7.21 
5.94 
5.31 
5.85 
7.34 

lj38 
2.97 
3.09 
2.52 
0.66 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Task 63 

Materials: Paper and pencils. Copies of the following 
problem statement : 

(a) Captain Watts and his son James have been found shot - 
the father in the chest and the son in the back, (b) Both clearly 
died instantaneously, (c) A gun fired close to the person - as, 
for example, when a man shoots himself - will blacken and even burn 
the skin or clothes; fired from a greater distance it will leave 
no such mark, (d) The two bodies were found near the middle of a 
large hall used as a rifle range, (e) Its floor is covered with 
damp sand which shows every footprint distinctly, (f) Inside the 
room there are two pairs of footprints only, (g) A third man 
standing outside the door or window could aim at any part of the 
room, but the pavement outside would show no footmarks, (h) Under 
Captain Watts’ body was found a gun; no such weapon was found near 
James, (i) In each case the coat, where the bullet entered, was 
blackened with gunpowder, and the cloth a little singed, (j) Cap¬ 
tain Watts was devoted to his son and would have died sooner than 
harm him purposely; hence it is impossible to suppose that he 
killed him deliberately, even in self defense, (k) But some think 
that James secretly disliked his father and hoped to inherit his 
fortune at his death. 

1) To what was Captain Watts' death due? Murder? Accident? 
Suicide? 

2) To what was James' death due? Murder? Accident? Suicide? 

Instructions : "Assume that you are a coronor's jury. Your 
task is to decide how Captain Watts and his son met their fate. 
Discuss the "evidence" among yourselves and decide how the two ques¬ 
tions posed at the end of the problem statement should be answered. 
Write a short explanation of the events leading up to the deaths 
of Captain Watts and his son; i.e., explain how you decided upon 
the causes of their death;" 
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Solution: Captain Watts - suicide 
James - accident 

Criteria : Number of correct answers (0, 1, or 2) ; time re¬ 
quired; judged quality of explanation. 

Source : Burack, 1950. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
2.62 
5.06 
4.72 
5.56 
3.78 

7.12 
6.06 
3.78 
4.62 
1.05 

Q value 
2.40 
3.39 
2.71 
2.92 
2.66 

1.84 
2.63 
2.98 
2.57 
2.41 

***** 

Task 64 

Materials : Paper and pencils. A copy of the following 
problem statement for each group member : 

"Paul, a sophomore at a state university, knows that a cer¬ 
tain group of boys have bribed a person in the mimeograph office 
and obtained a copy of an important exam. He knows that if he ex¬ 
posed the bribe the exam would be changed, but the people involved, 
many of whom he knows quite well, would be caught, and since the 
university enforces the rules against cheating very strictly, 
would probably be suspended from the school, or at least given an 
F in the course. Such an action would obviously make Paul extremely 
unpopular with the students during the rest of his stay. He can 
afford to go nowhere else. 

Paul is an average student, but a series of personal problems 
last semester affected his studies and caused him to be put on pro¬ 
bation. He has to pass this very rough course to stay in college, 
and he is just on the borderline between passing and failing. 

The gang with the stolen exam has offered to cut Paul in 
on it, since they know that Paul had seen a copy in the hands of 
one of the fellows in the dorm; but Paul has strong moral feelings 
against cheating and has turned down the offer. But since the 
course is graded on the curve, he feels that the added advantage 
of the others would be sufficient in such a small class to cause 
him to fail. What should he do?" 

The following are possible solutions: 
A. Consult with teacher. 
B. Keep mum and take the test as is. 
C. Try to convince the other fellows not to use the exam 

to study by. 
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D. Seek aid to problem from minister. 

E. Inform officials that exam had been passed among the 
students; he could do this in a letter, hence would not 
involve himself. 

Instructions: "This is a group task. Discuss the case you 
have been given among yourselves and try to arrive at a concensus 
regarding which of the suggested solutions is the best one. You 
will have 15 minutes to discuss the case and make your decision," 

Solution: Quality of decisions: A-3 

B-4 (the smaller the num- 
C-l ber, the better the 
D-5 decision) 
E-2 

Criteria: Puality of decision; unanimity of decision. 

Source : Bass, 1960b. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
3.73 
2.35 
3.14 
6.07 
5.63 

7.34 
6.39 
3.92 
6.36 
4.04 

Q value 
2.66 
2.17 
2.29 
3.16 
1.83 

0.66 
2.33 
4.31 
2.37 
2.43 

Task 65 

Materials: Paper and pencils. A copy of the following 
statement for each group member : 

Mr. Lee, a college graduate and successful lawyer, Vice 
President of the Citizen's Reform League, President of Rotarv and 
Past Exalted Ruler of the Elks, ex-mayor’of Amden, is now being 
spoken of as a possibility for next year’s nomination for the *. 
U.S. House of Representatives. But Mr. Lee's wife, Cordelia over 
the past ten years of his rise to success, has become an alcoholic, 
drinking more and more and keeping close to her home, never ioining 
her husband in any of his activities. He loves his wife deeply 
and wants to help her. He has sent her to a sanatorium for treat¬ 
ment and has solicited the aids of the family doctor and rector 
but, though there was a temporary improvement, Cordelia started* 
to drink heavily as soon as she returned hone. As an alcoholic. 
Cordelia stands in the way of possible future success for Mr. Lee, 
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yet a divorce would hurt his political career. Mr. Lee has ex¬ 
plained his wife's behavior as poor health resulting from the mis¬ 
carriage of their first and only child a few years before. He 
continues to work tirelessly on his projects 13 or more hours a 
day even with ulcers and anxiety. What do you recommend to Mr. 
Lee? The following are possible solutions: 

A. Enroll his wife in Alcoholics Anonymous. 
B. Fay more attention to the needs of his wife. 
C. Continue serving the public without the aid of his 

wife. 
D. Adopt children, if possible, so his wife will have 

continuous companionship. 
E. Temporarily give up politics until his wife's illness 

is cured. 

Instructions : "This is a group task. Discuss the case you 
have been given and try to arrive at a consensus regarding which of 
the suggested solutions is the best one. You will have 15 minutes 
to discuss the case and make your decision." 

Solution: Quality of decisions: A-3 
B-l (the smaller the num- 
C-5 ber, the better the 
D-4 decision) 
E-2 

Criteria : Quality of decision; unanimity of decision. 

Source : Bass, 1960b. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
3.77 
2.50 
3.05 
5.64 
5.62 

7.34 
6.25 
4.50 
5.94 
4.11 

Q value 
2.76 
2.20 
2.37 
3.37 
1.69 

0.66 
2.43 
3.64 
2.70 
2.56 

***** 
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Task 66 

Materials : Paper and pencils, A copy of the following 
statement for each group me ¡cher : 

"Stuart is a dynamic, popular young fellov/ who, after holding 
minor offices, managed to got elected to the state senate when only 
four years out of college. He is married and has one child. During 
his term of office a bill has been introduced to give everyone 
over 55 a pension of $150 a month. Though the bill has wide pub¬ 
lic support and publicity, Stuart knows it would impose very severe 
taxes on the younger population and possibly bankrupt the state. 
Thus, he regards it as the most dangerous bill to come un in the 
last twenty years. A group of lobbyists have called and"made it 
clear that to stand against the bill would coot him his office, and 
they even named several mediocre individuals they could put in his 
place. Furthermore, it seems to Stuart that the lobbyists probably 
can carry out their threat to replace him with someone else, since 
there is pressure upon all state senators from the party bosses 
and public opinion is strongly in favor of the bill. They asked 
for his decision the next day. V/hat should "tuart do? The following 
are possible solutions: 0 

A. Work to get all Senators to vote against the bill and 
do the same. 

B. Start a long range program that would start slowly 
and advance according to the ability of the state. 

C. Fight by making appeal to young voters. 
D. Make a counter offer changing the age to older and 

amount of the pension to a lower amount. 

E. Talk to the public over the radio and get the public 
to see that the bill is a bad one. 

Instructions: "This is a group task. Discuss the case you 
have been given among yourselves and try to arrive at a consensus 
regarding which of the suggested solutions is the best one. You 
will have 15 minutes to discuss the case and make your decision." 

Solution : Ouality of decisions: A-3 

E-l (the smaller the num- 
C-5 ber, the better the 
D-2 decision) 
E-4 

Criteria : Quality of decision; Unanimity of decision. 

Source : Bass, 1960b» 



Dimension 
cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
-3777- 

2.42 
3.IS 
5.50 
5.62 

7.32 
5.85 
4.30 
5.55 
4.11 

Q value 
“2771 
2.15 
2.24 
3 ¿24 
1.66 

0.86 
2.60 
3*59 
2.93 
2.56 

Task 67 

Materials: Paper and pencils. A copy of the following 
statement for each member of the group: 

"A young business executive is faced with a rather serious 
problem in his personal life. Here is his story: 

'1 have been married six years and have a son four years old. 
My wife and I have always been very much in love with each other, 
and we have never had any serious disagreements. My wife is a very 
intelligent person, and she still remembers her father’s unfaith“* 
fulness to her mother and the shame and humiliation which she and 
her mother suffered as a result. Consequently, she regards faith¬ 
fulness as the one indispensable condition for a successful marriage. 
I agree that faithfulness is important, but I feel that above all 
a husband and wife should always be completely frank with each other 
if their relationship is to be a happy one. 

About two years ago, we purchased our "dream house" in a 
small town in New Jersey. Since that time, I have commuted 75 
miles a day to and from my office in New York City. Consequently, 
I have frequently found it convenient to work late and stay over¬ 
night in the city, rather than spoil a week-end by going to work 
on Saturday. My job is such that I must have secretarial help, 
and it was only natural that my regular secretary should work 
late with me. 

At first, all went along as usual. Then I developed the habit 
of going out to dinner after work, and, again, it seemed only natural 
that I take my secretary along with me. (After all, she was human 
and got hungry, too.) My secretary was a very attractive and 
understanding young woman, and . . . well, to make a long story 
short, one thing led to another, and soon I was spending as many 
evenings with her as possible. Of course my secretary knew that 
I was married, and that our relationship was superficial and tem¬ 
porary; but she seemed to enjoy my company as much as I did hers. 
The whole affair ended more than six months ago when my secretary 
resigned to get married. 

I have never memtioned this affair to my wife. At first, it 
seemed harmless enough; later, it became so involved that I did not 
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know how to explain it to her* I tried to bring it up once by talk¬ 
ing about my work, but my wife remarked that she was horrified by 
some of the stories she had heard about executives becoming involved 
with their secretaries. She was sure, she said, that such a 
terrible thing could never happen to us. Naturally, I could not 
tell her after that. 

I feel terribly guilty and feel that if I don't tell her 
there will always be a barrier between us which would make out 
marriage deceitful, and yet I am afraid that if I do tell her, it 
will be a blow to my Wife that might break up oüt marriage»' 

What do you think is the wisest thing for him to do, assuming 
that fot his own peace of mind he can't just forget the matter?" 

Instructions; "Your task is to analyze the situation des¬ 
cribed in the material you have been given, and give the business 
executive advice about how to proceed. You may discuss it among 
yourselves and arrive at a joint decision. When you have arrived 
at a decision, write it on the paper you have been supplied arid 
hahd it to met" 

Solution ; Variable 

Criteria ; Time to reach a decision; judged quality of decision. 

Source ; Deutsch, 1949# Shaw, Rothschild, & Strickland, 1957. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
3.73 
0.98 
4.08 
4.83 
7.21 

7.28 
7.16 
4.69 
6.19 
7.34 

Q value 
2.56 
2.00 
3.82 
4.42 
1.58 

1.24 
3.42 
3.77 
3.01 
0.66 

***** 
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Task 68 

Materials: A copy of the following problem statement for 
each group member: 

"Sam, a student in the 8th grade, is, in the words of his 
principal, "A bad case who is headed for the juvenile court.” 
The principal would like to expel Sam, but hesitates to do so 
because Sam's father is influential in the town. The principal 
has tried everything with Sam - called him down, pleaded with him, 
made him sit in the office with his face to the wall, used 
corporal punishment, called Sam's parents, and placed him on 
probation. Sam still remains impudent and truant. The principal 
has written Sam's mother asking her to come to the school to talk 
over Sam's behavior, but she phoned to say she is too busy and has 
no time to bother with his school problems. Sam is at present on 
probation. What should be done with Sam? The following are 
suggested solutions: 

A. Send Sam to a psychiatrist, child psychologist, or 
social welfare counselor. 

B. Try to stimulate Sam toward goals which might gain 
him greater acceptance. 

C. Try to get his parents to realize the seriousness of 
the situation. 

D. The v/hole family should be sent to a psychiatrist, 
. psychologist, or social welfare counselor. 

E. Attempt to determine why he is the way he is and insti- 
: tute a campaign to correct the reason." 

Instructions: "This is a group task. Discuss the case you 
have been given and try to arrive at a consensus regarding which 
of the suggested solutions is the best one. You will have 15 
minutes to discuss the case and make your decision." 

Solution: Quality of decision: A-2 
B-4 (the smaller the num- 
C-3 ber, the better the 
D>5 decision) 
E-l 

Criteria: Quality of decision; unanimity of decision 

Source : Bass, 1960b. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

Scale value 
3.86 
2.54 
3.25 
5.88 
5.62 

ft. salue 
2.60 
2.28 
2.48 
3.57 
1.69 

requirements 7.37 
6.45 
4.38 
5.50 
3.92 

0.62 
2.11 
3.77 
3.04 
2.45 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

***** 
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Task 69 

Materials: A copy of the following statement of the problem 
for each group member: 

"Henry, the son of a physician, has a friend, Jim, who is under 
the care of Henry's father. Henry knows that Jim is incurably ill. 
Both are in love with a girl, Ellen. Jim doesn't know what kind of 
disease he has; neither does Ellen know that he is incurably ill. 
One night Henry calls on Ellen just after he has decided to give 
up his studies and accept a job in California. He intends to ask 
her that night to marry him and go with him to California. 
Henry knows that for mamy years Ellen has wanted to go to live 
there. Before he gets a chance to tell her, however, Ellen announces 
her engagement to Jim. 

What should Henry say and do?" 

Instructions: "Your task is to give advice regarding the 
interpersonal problem you have been given. After reading the pro¬ 
blem, you will be given an opportunity to discuss possible decisions. 
Try to find a solution that is acceptable to all, but if you cannot 
agree, a minority report will be accepted. When you have agreed 
upon a solution, or have agreed that you cannot reach a unanimous 
decision, the discussion will be terminated. At that time, please 
write your decision on the card provided and hand it to me. If a 
minority report is submitted, please indicate who supported each 
proposition." 

Solution: Variable 

Criteria : Time to reach a decision; number of members 
agreeing with majority decision; judged quality of decision. 

Source : Festinger & Hutte, 1954. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multi plicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
3.45 
0.91 
4.36 
4.44 
7.23 

7.30 
7.02 
4.95 
5.58 
7.26 

Q value 
2.79 
1.80 
3.89 
4.38 
1.64 

1.00 
3.14 
3.25 
3.34 
1.28 

***** 
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Task 70 

Materials: Mimeographed copies of the following statement 
of the problem (one copy for each group member): 

"The School Board of your town has gone progressive. The 
Board realizes that teachers cannot do everything and are planning 
to obtain a staff of specialists in various areas to cope with 
the several problems which teachers are unable to handle effectively. 
Consider yourselves as the chairmen of the 10 departments of your 
high school of 5»000 students. You are meeting thirty minutes 
before the School Board goes into session. The present high school 
consists of teachers, the principal, an office staff, and a janitorial 
staff. Your problem is to agree upon the four specialists you will 
ask for, and the reasons you will present for choosing those four. 
The School Board will only appropriate $12,000. Remember, there 
are 5,000 students so don't plan on overloading the four 
specialists." 

Instructions : "You will be given a problem and will have 30 
minutes in which to discuss it. You will be graded not only on 
how well you as an individual contribute to the group discussion, 
but also on how well the group does as a whole. 

Everyone may receive an A or everyone may receive an E depending 
on how much he contributes and how much the group progresses. 
Therefore, if you feel someone else is "off the track," is wasting 
the group's time and there is lowering your grade, feel free to 
cut in and get the group back on its proper assignment." 

Solution: Variable 

Criterion: Judged quality of solution. 

Source : Bass, 1948, 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
4.39 
1.12 
5.05 
3.50 
6.89 

7.43 
4.29 
5.50 
4.64 
7.12 

Q value 
2.72 
1.54 
3.28 
3.28 
1.45 

0.56 
2.59 
3.00 
3.43 
1.84 
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Task 71 

Mataríais: Each group member is provided with a copy of the 
following statement: 

"A bomber crew was dov/ned over Norway during the winter of 
1944. With the help of the underground, radio contact had been 
established with friendly forces and submarine had been dispatched 
to pick them up at a given time and place on the coast. In order 
to insure the safety of the submarine and because of the danger of 
being spotted on the coast, the crew delayed its dash to the coast 
as long as they dared to. As the crew headed to the pick-up 
point, they becano aware that enemy troups were on their trail. 
The crew had reason to believe that the pursuers were less than a 
day’s distance behind. At this point, the crew arrived at a fiord 
which was about four miles wide and on the other side was the piôk- 
up point. The fiord was covered with ice, but because of the snow 
covering it, it was impossible to tell how thick it was. Further¬ 
more, no one in the group knew the characteristics of fiord ice 
at that time of the year. The distance around the fiord to the 
pick-up point was about 15 miles over difficult terrain. Looking 
around, the group saw a ¿welling about 8 miles away at the most 
inland point of the fiord. Given only these conditions, what would 
your decision have been?" 

Instructions : "Your task is to discuss the problem and arrive 
at a group decision. You may attack the problem in any way that 
you choose, the only restrictions being that the various aspects 
of the situation be considered by the group and that a decision be 
arrived at by the group. When you have a decision, write it on 
the paper provided and hand it to me." 

Solution : Variable. 

Criteria: Time; judged quality of decision. 

Source : Ziller, 1957. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
3.86 
1.50 
3.75 
4.39 
7.06 

7.26 
5.65 
3.94 
4.15 
7.16 

Q value 
2.74 
1.84 
3.54 
4.13 
2.42 

1.46 
2.84 
3.90 
2,64 
1.36 
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Manipulation Tasks 

Task 72 

6 to fiflDchàs:inSlIn«í -PlaCr 01 Klass tubln* a"<* rubber tubing, 
íi h Í length; poles several feet in length* several 

w??h otheT^soríedCríer^, (Hat8ri?la -e Placed on tnble al"g 
apart on the table and lighted.)0 are PlaCed ab°Ut two feet 

Your iggÍ£yctl°9s: "Ti>ls is a test of group problem-solving 

in terasSof âe^inrreÍuiíed^ô blofoíÂ^andles!”11 ^ 

■*-hQ asten the tube to the long poles to make it rigid The»n 

the flameeandahibe•bl0ï? °Ut by placlnS one end of the tub¿ near tne flame and blowing through the other end. 

Criterion : Time required to blow out the candles. 

Source : Maier, 1930. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
03 
6.25 
2.54 
5.21 
2.81 

1.86 
4.42 
4.50 
2.50 
2.32 

Q value 
3.40 
2.09 
2.83 
4.00 
2.S3 

1.71 
3.26 
3.92 
2.52 
2.26 

***** 

Task 73 

Materials: Ball and spiral apparatus. This consists of a 
spiral track 3¾ inches wide ascending from a circular base 4 inrh^e 
in diameter to a center hole in the top about 94 ïnoLo ï 4 
baso. Tharo aro 3 3/4 rotations of îho S.teeoSteÄ vM,h 
is open so that a rubber ball can roll off freely. Five handles 
are mounted on the base, spaced at equal intervate. A rubbêî 

trial?8 Pl at the b0tt0m °f the track at the beginning of each 
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dexterityrtask°v aonronr? t test of group cooperation in a manual 

»■»; ’SÄ».1!“ 
ball ÎJiîs if? IP»?n ?LíraClIi!lt50llt lallln* Each tlae the 

ZlTLXr ^ trluTtry îo^Z^ * nan to the top. Are there any questions?” 

on ealrtíía-i; ''°Vl"g ^ baU 38 lar Up the »= possible 

track^-i?^8^ Mea° ’’f1?1’4 of bal1 Per trial before falling off 
track, mean time per trial that ball Is kept on track? 

Source : French, 1941. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual—manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
OF 
6.17 
2.77 
6.04 
3.07 

0.66 
5.36 
2.28 
2.56 
3.61 

Q value 
1.12 
3.24 
3.54 
2.91 
3.40 

0.66 
3.60 
3.08 
2.83 
3.55 

***** 

Task 74 

Materials : A dynamometer with 1” x 30" c+ooi ,, , 
at each end; a set of canvas shoe cíveís for eací 

You sHouTd,Udivide up i^any^ay Z So'osf °f tUg-of-war* 

against each other and make this dynamometer register^ hiedas 
possible. You need to keep as strong a steadv mill L ILOÏ,88 
The lowest point to which you let the ooIñtéFfín 1HaSiPOSSible* 

second test period »ill be your score. Of course yoHui^St15 

g SCOïâ- Now’ you hav® three minutes to organize^ 
decide how you want to distribute yourselves Ptn vihZ 8 

periods?"1 " ^ wiîiTt»! ^sï^Æ^n 

Solution: Maintenance of pointer at high level. 
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Criteria : Mean score per trial, based upon lowest point to 
which pointer falls. - 

Source : Cattell, Saunders, & Stice, 1953. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
7.16 
5.93 
1.06 
6.47 
2.08 

0.61 
5.04 
0.88 
3.15 
3.72 

Q value 
2.04 
3.71 
2.08 
1.80 
3.67 

0.62 
3.84 
2.92 
3.47 
3.69 

***** 

Task 75 

Materials: Four poles varying in length, one table clamp 
(C clamp), two burette clamps, two pieces of wire, several pieces 
of chalk,,and several weights (lead tubing, bolts, or similar 
materials). (Two chalk marks are placed on the floor. One pole 
must be as long as the distance between the chalk marks, and two 
of the remaining poles must together equal the distance from floor 
to ceiling, plus enough overlap for the C clamp to hold them to¬ 
gether.) 

Instructions : "Y/e are interested in observing how groups of 
individuals work together on a construction problem. Your task, 
working as a group, is to construct two pendulums, each holding a 
piece of chalk, which will swing over the chalk marks already on 
the floor, and will mark the floor. Your performance will be judged 
on the basis of time required to complete the task and the quality 
of the finished product." 

Solution : Completion of required pendulums. (This is 
accomplished by making an upright using two poles clamped together 
and braced between the floor and ceiling, and attaching other 
poles to this upright. Strings and weights can then be attached 
to these poles to make the pendulums.) 

Criteria: Time required to complete the task: judged quality 
of the finished project. 

Source : Maier, 1930. 
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Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

Scale value Q value 
2«37 
2„S9 
3.13 
4.05 
2.86 

requirements 1.88 
3.39 
3.72 
2.73 
2.34 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

***** 

Task 76 

Materials ; Two model train engines, each fitted with one car; 
two transformers with power and directional controls; circular 
track (4' in diameter) with three sidings spaced at equal inter¬ 
vals around the track; three siding switch controls - one for 
each siding. 

Instructions: "We are interested in observing how teams of 
individuals work together in carrying out cooperative tasks. This 
train set has five controls: one control for each of the two trains 
and one control for each of the three sidings. Each of you will 
operate one of the controls. Your task is to run both trains 
around the track in opposite directions as many times as possible 
in a three minute trial period. You will be given two points 
for each complete circuit cf the track, with the restriction that 
both trains must make the same number of trips in any one trial. 
That is, you will not get credit for simply running one train around 
the track again and again. Also, accuracy is important, so you 
will be penalized for recklessness. You will lose five points 
each time there is a wreck; i,e„, when a train derails or the 
two trains run together. There will be 12 three-minute trial 
periods with a one-minute rest period after each trial. You may 
talk to each other at any time. Are there any questions?" 

Solution: Coordination of effort so that one train is on 
siding while other passes. 

Criteria: Net points earned; mean number of circuits per 
trial; mean number of wrecks per trial. 

Source : Ghiselli & Lodahl, 1953. 

i 
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Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
7.23 
5.50 
3.21 
5.12 
3.50 

1.84 
6.93 
4.35 
3.50 
3.30 

Q value 
1.26 
3.31 
3.25 
2.54 
2.85 

2.08 
2.95 
2.89 
3.46 
3.46 

***** 

Task 77 

Materials: Apparatus consisting of an irregularly bent length 
of wire, 3/16 inch in diameter, which runs from one side to the 
other of a circular hole, 2 ft. in diameter, cut in a circular 
board, 3 ft. in diameter. Five handles are attached at equal inter¬ 
vals around the outside of the circular board. A loop of 3/16 
inch wire, with an inner diameter of 7/8 inch, encircles the wire 
across the hole in the circular board. This loop is mounted on a 
stand so that it stands 3 ft. 10 in. high. A buzzer and counter 
are attached to the ring and wire so that each time the wire makes 
contact with the ring, the buzzer will sound and the counter will 
record the contact. The apparatus looks something like this: 

(One S is stationed at each handle.) 

iflgtruçtiOOg: "This is a group task. Your job is to move the 
wire through the ring as quickly and with as little contact with 
the ring as possible. Each time contact is made, a buzzer will 
sound and the contact will be recorded on this counter (point). 
Your score will be the number of contacts recorded; the more con¬ 
tacts, the poorer will be your performance. You will be eiven 
10 trials. * 
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Solution: Moving the wire through the ring with no contact. 

Criterion: Mean number of contacts per trial. 

Source : Laties, 1961. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
7.06 
6.92 
2.38 
6.55 
1.64 

0.63 
4.42 
1.55 
1.97 
1.73 

Q value 
4.62 
3.76 
2.65 
2.35 
3.21 

0.62 
3.94 
2.74 
2.77 
2.86 

***** 

78 

Materials: Diagram of model: 

Building materials: 6 round sticks, 6 in. long, 4 inch in 
diameter (at both ends); 6 sticks 8 in. long, \ in. in diameter 
(at both ends); 8 sticks, 12 inches long, | inch in diameter at 
one end, $ inch in diameter at the other end; 8 connecting blocks, 
each haying one larger hole (| inch diameter) and 5 smaller 
holes (i inch diameter); 4 connecting blocks, each having 6 
smaller holes (¾ inch diameter). 

One copy of instructions as follows (read to groun then 
give copy for to .'nr; nee). 

— "Here are a number of sticks and some joint 
pieces. You are to use these to construct a model that will look 
like this (show model diagram). Do the job as quickly as possible 
The group score will be in terms of the time you take to do the ' 
job. Notice that there are three lengths of sticks. Some sticks 
are just alike on both ends, but others have different size ends. 
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holeseof1thptíat thf bl0CkS are of different kinds - some have all 
holes of the sane size, some have different size holes." 

So lilt ion: Completion of model 

Criterion: Construction tine. 

Source: Cattell, Saunders, b Stice, 1953. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
4.69 
7.18 
3.05 
6.28 
2.83 

1,47 
3.94 
3.42 
4.07 
1.37 

Q value 
2.94 
3.30 
2.37 
3.27 
3.27 

1.66 
2.91 
3.93 
3.91 
1.64 

J***** 

Task 79 

tí^lera»draUco™!cáttaanged 
each person is adequate.) mike and ^phones for 

A slide projector for each booth, or other means nf 
a series of pictures of simulated aircraft instrnmfnL Í pres®ntlng 

anA svviííh^h^iS^Vff^a^l readings! 

instruyents;S ãn?me?«Ulãi?dsí“lHâd?LStrePreSe,lt the 
cnf indicator ^ 

selector kính la”dlns sear» steering mechanism, control switch 
selector knob, and power setting. The operation of controls ’ 
instrument requirements, and availabilitv of co"tr?ls» 
in the following chart- * ia ity lnstruments is shown 



Member Control Instrument readings 
- operated _required_ 

A Landing gear altimeter, air speed ind. 

B Steering compass, altimeter 
mechanism 

C Control compass, rate of climb 
switch 

D Selector fuel gauge, air temp, 
knob 

E Power 
setting 

air speed indicator, 
rate of climb 

Instrument readings 
available 

compass, air temp. 

air temperature, 
rate of climb 

altimeter, fuel 
gauge 

air speed indicator, 
compass 

fuel gauge, 
altimeter 

lot h*!« h ^°Peraîes one control, needs two readings that he does 

ïeadînes’aro h? r!adi?gs that he d°os not need. Some needed 

S Ea?h rLf ilabíe ° °ther £S’ others from only one other 
Each S has a card which tells what the setting should be at 

card°US lnStruraent readinSS, e.g., Member A has the following 

Operating Procedures: Landing Gear 

When altimeter 
reading is: 

And Air Speed Landing gear position 
reading is: should be: 

500 
High 
Medium 
Low 

1 
2 
3 

2,000 

10,000 

High ! 
Medium 2 
Low 3 

High 1 
Medium 2 
Low 3 

IPJtructions : "Instructions explain the operation of the 
apparatus and materials, *ith examples. Communication procedures 
are explained. Ss are told that they must obtain the necessaw 
information Irom others and are provided »ith an information card 
which tells which persons have which instruments. They are told 
that instrument readings will change periodically, but they are 
not toid how often changes occur. They are told that performance 
wTTl be judged in terms of speed and accuracy of switch settings." 

Solution: Agreement of switch settings with instrument 
readings and specifications listed on "Operating Procedures" card. 
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mcorTSrnSîîch'^ttirlby any s “ 80 
next instrument reacUn/ctluge^i'consîdèrfd's an efror 

chango y 01 “anse 0f SettlnB following instrument reading 

Source : Roby & Lanzetta, 1956. (Cf. Lanzetta & Roby, 1956) 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision veriiiabilitv 
Difficulty 

Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirementn 

Intrinsic interest 

Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 

Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 

7. IS 

5.95 

5.61 

2.08 

3.36 

3.32 

5.56 
6.39 

1.58 

1.96 

Q value 

1.88 
2.73 

2.74 

3.41 

2.86 

2.36 

3.36 

2.24 

3.38 

2.59 

***** 

Task 80: 

Ranking Tasks 

Materials : Rencils. List of cities to be ranked: 

Lincoln, Nebraska 

Elizabeth, îlew Jersey 

Fort Wayne, Indiana 

Tulsa. Oklahoma 

R.adiccn, Wi^onsin 
San Diego, California 

Rank 

ln5_tru£tionQ: "Your task will be to rank the cities listed 
on the Problem sheet according to their population as indicated 

by the rOoO census. That is, assign a rank of 1 to the cUy which 
has the largest population, a rank of 2 to the city which has the 
next largest population, etc. Are there any questions about this 
procedure? (Make sure tack is understood by everyone ) You will 

ranMng?" t0 dlSCUSS the pr0blen' 8nd ^ at a grou“ 

Solution : 

City Rank 
Lincoln, Nebraska 4~ 

Elizabeth, Hew Jersey 6 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 3 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 2 
Madiccn, Wisconsin 5 
San Diego, California 1 
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Criteria : Correlation of group ranking with true ranking; 
time. 

Source : Gaier & Bass, 1955. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 

Difficulty 
Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 

Operational requirements 

Population familiarity 

Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 

2.81 

7.32 
2.50 

7.32 

1.95 

6.88 
2.28 
1.21 
3.85 

0.91 

Q value 

2.63 

0.86 
3.40 

0.88 
2.73 

1.67 

2.95 
1.90 

3.73 

1.68 

Task 81 

Materials. List of cities to be ranked; pencils. 

City Hank 

South Bend, Indiana 

Little Rock, Arkansas ~~ 

Jacksonville, Florida 

Portland, Oregon 

Charlotte, North Carolina 

Lowell, Massachusetts 

Instructions : "Your task will be to rank the cities listed 

on the problem sheet according to their population as indicated 

by the 1660 census. That is, assign a rank of 1 to the city which 

has the largest population, a rank of 2 to the city which has the 

next largest population, etc. Are there any questions about this 

procedure? (Make sure task is understood by everyone.) You will 

be given 10 minutes to discuss the problem and arrive at a group 

rankingo" 

Solution : 

City Rank 

South Bend, Indiana 4 

Little Rock, Arkansas 5 

Jacksonville, Florida 3 

Portland, Oregon 1 
Charlotte, North Carolina 2 

Lowell, Massachusetts 6 

Criteria : 

time. 
Correlation of group ranking with true ranking; 
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Source : Gaier & Bass, 1955. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
2.81 
7.32 
2.50 
7.30 
1.86 

6.88 
2.28 
1.19 
3.85 
0.91 

Q value 
2.63 
0.86 
3.51 
1.18 
2.70 

1.67 
2.95 
1.79 
3.73 
1.68 

***** 

Task 82 

Materials : Pencils, List of cities to be ranked: 

City Rank 
Tacoma, Washington 
Albany, New York 
Norfolk, Virginia 
Columbus, Ohio 
Canton, Ohio ~ ~ 
Jackson, Mississippi _ 

Instructions : "Your task will be to rank the cities listed 
on the problem sheet according to their population as indicated by 
the I960 census. That is, assign a rank of 1 to the city which has 
the largest population, a rank of 2 to the city which has the next 
largest population, etc. Are there any questions about this pro¬ 
cedure? (Make sure task is understood by everyone.) You will be 
given 10 minutes to discuss the problem and arrive at a group 
ranking." 

Solution : 

City Rank 
Tacoma, Washington 3- 
Albany, New York 5 
Norfolk, Virginia 2 
Columbus, Ohio 1 
Canton, Ohio 6 
Jackson, Mississippi 4 

Criteria: Correlation of group ranking with true ranking; 
time. 

Source : Gaier & Bass, 1955. 
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Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
-05- 

7.32 
2.44 
7.30 
1.86 

6.81 
2.28 
1.19 
3.77 
0.88 

Q value 
"05 
0.86 
3.43 
1.18 
2.70 

1.64 
2.90 
1.73 
3.73 
1.70 

***** 

Task 83 

Materials: Pencils. List of cities to be ranked: 

City Rank 
Seattle, Washington _ 
Mobile, Alabama _ 
Jersey City, New Jersey _ 
Youngstown, Ohio _ 
Minneapolis, Minnesota _ 
Corpus Christi, Texas _ 

Instructions: "Your task will be to rank the cities listed 
on the problem sheet according to their population as indicated by 
the 1960 census. That is, assign a rank of 1 to the city which has 
the largest population, a rank of 2 to the city which has the next 
largest population, etc. Are there any questions about this pro¬ 
cedure? (Make sure task is understood by everyone.) You will be 
given 10 minutes to discuss the problem and arrive at a group 
ranking. 

Solution: 

City Rank 
Seattle, Washington T~ 
Mobile, Alabama 4 
Jersey City, New Jersey 3 
Youngstown, Ohio 5 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 2 
Corpus Christi, Texas 6 

Criteria : Correlation of group ranking with true ranking; 
time. 

Source: Gaier & Bass, 1955. 
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Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
2.88 
7.32 
2.55 
7.30 
1.95 

6.81 
2.28 
1.12 
3.77 
0.88 

Q value 
2.46 
0.86 
3.42 
1.10 
2.73 

1.64 
2.90 
1.82 
3.73 
1.58 

***** 

Task 84 

Materials: Pencils. List of cities to be ranked: 

City Rank 
Wilmington, Delaware _ 
Fall River, Massachusetts _ 
Erie, Pennsylvania _ 
Houston, Texas _ 
Birmingham, Alabama _ 
Hartford, Connecticut _ 

Instructions : "Your task will be to rank the cities listed 
on the problem sheet according to their population as indicated by 
the 1960 census. That is, assign a rank of 1 to the city which has 
the largest population, a rank of 2 to the city which has the next 
largest population, etc. Are there any questions about this proce¬ 
dure? (Make sure task is understood by everyone.) You will be 
given 10 minutes to discuss the problem and arrive at a group 
ranking." 

Solution : 

City Rank 
Wilmington, Delaware 6- 
Fall River, Massachusetts 5 
Erie, Pennsylvania 4 
Houston, Texas 1 
Birmingham, Alabama 2 
Hartford, Connecticut 3 

Criteria : Correlation of group ranking with true ranking; 

time. 

Source : Gaier & Bass, 1955. 
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Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
2.88 
7.32 
2.50 
7.32 
1.95 

6.81 
2.28 
1.19 
3.75 
0.88 

Q value 
2.46 
0.86 
3.43 
0.88 
2.73 

1.64 
2.90 
1.79 
3.87 
1.58 

***** 

Task 85 

Materials : An adequate supply of rating sheets with the 
following information: 

Words Rank 

Uncle 
Kennel 
Effort - 
Money 
Village —- 

Instructions : "Your task is to rank the words on your problem 
sheet in order of familiarity. Give a rank of 1 to the word that 
you think is most familiar to persons in this country (i.e., most 
common), a rank of 2 to the word that is next most familiar, etc. 
First, each of you will rank the words individually. Then you will 
work together as a group and arrive at a group ranking of the words. 
Work as quickly and as accurately as you can." 

Solution: 

Words 

Money 
Uncle 
Effort 
Village 
Kennel 

True Rank 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

£r¿teria: Difference between the correlation of the average 
individual rank with true ranks and the correlation of group ranking 
with true ranks. Time required for group ranking. 

Source : Bass, 1958. 
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Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decicion verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
3.15 
8.29 
1.89 
7.21 
1.83 

6.95 
2.35 
1.45 
2.86 
0.98 

Q value 
2.57 
3.15 
2.94 
1.70 
2.80 

1.80 
3.02 
2.07 
3.58 
2.00 

***** 

Task 86 

Mi^orials: An adequate supply of ranking sheets with the 
following information: 

Rank 

Tartan 
Vertex 
Nimbus 
Capstan 
Endive 

Ã^iy.Vptions : "Your task is to rank the words on your problem 
sheet in order of familiarity. Give a rank of 1 to the word that 
you think is most familiar to persons in this country (i.e., most 
common), a rank of 2 to the word that is next most familiar, etc. 
irst, each of you will rank the words individually. Then you will 

work together as a group to arrive at a group ranking of the words, 
i/orx as quickly and as accurately as you can." 

Solut i on : 

Words 

Vertex 
Tartan 
Endive 
Nimbus 
Capstan 

True Rank 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Criteria : Difference between the average correlation of 
individual rankings with true ranks and the correlation of the 
gioup ranking with true ranks. Time required for the group ranking. 

Source : Bass, 1958. 
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Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

"rnh 87 

MâÎâîliâls-- An adequate supply of ranking sheets with the 
following information: 

Words Rank 

Leader 
Zebra 
Income 
Youngster 
Region 

jLn.s,^.ructions : "Your task is to rank the words on your pro¬ 
blem sheet in order of familiarity. Give a rank of 1 to the word 
that you think is most familiar to persons in this country (i.e., 
the most common), a rank of 2 to the next most familiar word, etc. 
First, each of you will rank the words individually, then you will 
work together as a group to arrive at a group ranking of the words. 
Work as quickly and as accurately as you can." 

Solution : 

Words True Rank 

Leader i 
Income 2 
Youngster 3 
Region 4 

t Zebra 5 

grÀteria: Difference between the average correlation of 
individual rankings with true ranks and the correlation of the 
group ranking with true ranks. Time required for group ranking. 

Source : Bass, 1958. 

Scale value 
3.06 
6.29 
2.90 
7.21 
1.83 

6.95 
2.39 
1.61 
3.08 
0.98 

Q value 
2.57 
3.15 
3.33 
1,70 
2.80 

1.80 
2.96 
2.24 
3.64 
1.84 

**** 
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Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 

Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 

Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 

Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 

3.06 

6.29 

2.10 
7.18 

1.75 

6.85 

2.35 

1.39 

3.08 

1.04 

Q value 
2.71 

3.15 

2.84 

1.72 
2.80 

1.85 

3.02 

2.10 
3.64 

1.47 

***** 

Task 88 

Materials: An adequate supply of ranking sheets with the 
following information: 

Words Rank 

Icon 

Meardon ~ 
Delphin — 

Brugen 
Stoma “ 

Instructions: "Your task is to rank the words on your problem 

sheet in order of familiarity. Give a rank of 1 to the word that 

you think is most familiar to persons in this country (i.e., most 

common), a rank of 2 to the next most familiar, etc. First, each 

of you will rank the words individually. Then you will work together 
as a group to arrive at a group ranking of the words. Work as 
quickly and as accurately as you can." 

Solution : 

Words 

Icon 
Stoma 

Brugen 

Delphin 

Meardon 

True Rank 

r 
1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Criteria: Difference between the average correlation of the 
individual rankings with true ranks and the correlation of the 

group ranking with true ranks. Time required for group ranking. 

Source: Bass, 1958. (Cf. Bass, Fryer, Gaier, & Flint, 1958) 
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Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
3.06 
6.29 
3.05 
7.18 
1.77 

6.85 
2.32 
1.61 
2.88 
1.04 

Q value 
2.57 
3.11 
3.64 
1.86 
2.75 

1.85 
2.71 
2.33 
3.48 
1.40 

***** 

Target Search Tasks 

Task 89 

Materials: A diagram like the one shown below (left) which 
can be displayed before the group, and a similar diagram (shown 
below, right) with target values written in for use by experimen¬ 
ter in reporting scores to group. 
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Instructions: (The diagram shown above, left, is shown to 
the group.) "This is a kind of search task. On each trial, you 
will choose one of the coordinates on this chart, e.g., D-5, E-10 
etc. For each problem, I will have a chart with concentric, irre 
guiar lines drawn on it, like this (a diagram similar to the one 
shown above, right, is displayed to the group). The value of 
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your decision will be determined by the value of this diagram. For 
example, if you choose D-3, this coordinate is outside the largest 
circle and has a value of zero; if you choose a coordinate between 
the largest and next largest circle, you get a value of 5, etc. 
The object is to earn as high a score as possible on the 10 trials 
allowed on each problem. After each decision, I will tell you the 
score you have earned according to my diagram. At first, of course, 
you will have no basis for making a choice. However, after a few 
trials, you should begin to learn something about the diagram that 
I have, and thus be able to make more intelligent decisions. 

The decision must be a group decision. You will be allowed 
three minutes for discussion in making each decision. If you 
wish you may choose the same coordinate on successive trials. You 
may also mark your decisions and their value on the diagram, if 

you wish." 

Solution: The highest possible score would of course be 200, 
where the group chooses the central coordinate on all 10 trials. 

Criteria: Total score on 10 trials; number of trials to 
discover coordinate having highest value. 

Source : Shaw, 1959. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
3.64 
6.81 
3.36 
5.38 
3.58 

6.21 
3.38 
2.50 
1.86 
3.46 

Q value 
2.73 
2.62 
2.82 
3.17 
3.39 

2.53 
3.62 
2.17 
2.65 
3.03 

***** 
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Task 90 

Materials : A diagram like the one shown below (left) which 
can be displayed before the group, and a similar diagram (shown 
below, right) witn target values written in for use by experimen¬ 
ter in reporting scores to group. 

Instructions : (The diagram shown above, left, is shown to 
the group.) "This is a kind of search task. On each trial, you 
will choose one of the coordinates on this chart, e.g., D-5, E-IQ, 
etc. For each problem, I will have a chart with concentric, irre¬ 
gular lines drawn on it, like this (a diagram similar to the one 
shown above, right, is displayed to the group). The value of your 
decision will be determined by the value of this diagram. For 
example, if you choose D—3, this coordinate is outside the largest 
circle and has a value of zero; if you choose a coordinate between 
the largest and next largest circle, you get a value of 5, etc. 
The object is to earn as high a score as possible on the 10 trials 
allowed on each problem. After each decision, I will tell you the 
score you have earned according to my diagram. At first, of course, 
you will have no basis for making a choice, however, after a few 
trials, you should begin to learn something about the diagram that 
I have, and thus be able to make more intelligent decisions. 

The decision must be a group decision. You will be allowed 
three minutes for discussion in making each decision. If you wish 
you may choose the same coordinate on successive trials. You may 
also mark your decisions and their value on the diagram, if you 
wish." 

The highest possible score would of course b5 200, 
where the group chooses the central coordinate on all 10 trials. 
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Criteria: Total score on 10 trials; number of trials to 
discover coordinate having highest value. 

Source : Shaw, 1959. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
3.64 
6.94 
3.36 
5.38 
3.58 

6.21 
3.38 
2.50 
1.86 
3.38 

Q value 
2.73 
2.43 
2.82 
3.47 
3.39 

2.62 
3.62 
2.17 
2.65 
2.94 

***** 

Task 91 

Materials : A diagram like the one shown below (left) which 
can be displayed before the group, and a similar diagram (shown 
below, right) with target values written in for use by experimen¬ 
ter in reporting scores to group. 

Instructions : (The diagram shown above, left, is shown to 
the group.) "This is a kind of search task. On each trial, you 
will choose one of the coordinates on this chart, e.g., D-5, 13-10, 
etc. For each problem, I will have a chart with concentric, 
irregular lines drawn on it, like this (a diagram similar to the 
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one shown above, right, is displayed to the group). The value of 
your decision will be determined by the value of this diagram. 

iaï<TPR+mPîe,iif y°u.choose D-3> thls coordinate is outside the 
hP+Kf! £ÎrCîe and+hasJa value of zero; if you choose a coordinate 
etï ïhp ohlarrf ;nd next lar«est circle, you get a value of 5, 

11 bj^Ct ls ^ earn as high a score as possible on the 10 
trials allowed on each problem. After each decision, I will tell 
you the score you have earned according to my diagram. At first. 

L^°urs®» you will have no basis for making a choice. However, 

diatrïam you®5°uld be£in to learn something about the 

decisions^3* 1 have> and thus be able to make m°re intelligent 

The decision must be a group decision. You will be allowed 
three minutes for discussion in making each decision. If you wish 
you may choose the same coordinate on successive trials. You 

you wish ”ark y0Ur decisions and their value on the diagram, if 

^tution: The highest possible score would of course by 200, 
where the group chooses the central coordinate on all 10 trials. 

Criteria: Total score on 10 trials; 
cover coordinate having highest value. 

number of trials to dis- 

Source: Shaw, 195S. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 

Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
3.64 
6.94 
3.25 
5.38 
3.58 

6.21 
3.38 
2.50 
1.79 
3.46 

Q value 
2.73 
2.43 
2.76 
3.47 
3.39 

2.62 
3.62 
2.17 
2.52 
2.92 

***** 
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Task 92 

Materials: A diagram like the one shown below (left) which 
can be displayed before the group, and a similar diagram (shown 
below, right) with target values written in for use by experimen¬ 
ter in reporting scores to group. y exPerimen" 

S-JL E- . F G H I J K L 
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li 1 ! 1 1 
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c — 

1 
1 .. i 1 1 

2-- ! 

groinffi^Thii diagram shown above, left, is shown to the 
Jhoüc ThíS*íS klnd of search task* On each trial, you will 
choose one of the coordinates on this chart, e.g., D-5, B-10 etc 

lïnPR^Ï problera? 1 will have a chart with concentric, irregular 

above (a diagrara similar to the one shown 
! displayed to the group). The value of your deci¬ 

sion will be determined by the value on this diagram. For example 

aí/hüeChOOS? D~3¿ this coordinate is outside the largest circle ’ 

largest and^VÍ ^ y°U Ch°OSe a coordi“ate between the 
Í * lar«est circle, you get a value of 5, etc. The 

aiieCtH1S t0 e?rn as high 3 score as possible on the 10 trials 
allowed on each problem. After each decision, I will tell you the 

eaKne? a;COrdlng to “‘t™' At first, of°ccurße1 
trial«11«? K iïafiS for makln8* a Choice. However, after a few 
I haí?' y°ï !?OUlí beEÍn t0 learn something about the diagram that 
1 h r¿ th!fs be able t0 make more intelligent decisions. 
thr be a group decision. You will be allowed 
three minutes for discussion in making each decision. If you wish 

alsom?flrkhOOSe Jhe.same coordinate on successive trials. You may 
wish." yOUr decisions and their value on the diagram, if you 

sMüLkon: The highest possible score would of course be 200, 
where the group chooses the central coordinate on all 10 trials. 
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Criteria: Total score on 10 trials; number of trials to 
discover coordinate having highest value. 

Source : Shaw, 1S59. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
3 4 64 
6i94 
3.36 
5.38 
3.58 

6.21 
3.38 
2.50 
1.86 
3.46 

Q. .y.a^,g 
2.73 
2.43 
2.76 
3.17 
3.44 

2.62 
3.62 
2.17 
2.52 
2.92 

***** 

Task 93 

Materials : A diagram like the one shown below (left) which 
can be displayed before the group, and a similar diagram (shown be¬ 
low, right) with target values written in for use by experimenter 
in reporting scores to group. 
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instructions: (The diagram shown above, left, is shown to 
the group.) -This is a kind of search task.’ On each trial? îou 
wiH choose one of the coordinates on this chart, e.g., D-5 E-10 

ríiâr eaSh P1,001®1!1» 1 wil1 hav® a chart with concentric,' irre- 
lines drawn on it, like this (a diagram similar to the one 

shown above, right, is displayed to the group). The value of vour 

e^nlT If'1 be hdeterraÍn!d by th® value on ?¿¿s dïagîam? For* 
example, if you choose D-3, this coordinate is outside the largest 
circle and has a value of zero; if you choose a coordinate between 
the largest and next largest circle, you get a value of 5 etc 

InnÜ¡bHeCt ÍS í° earn aS high a score as Possible on the 10 trials 
allowed on each problem. After each decision, I will tell you 

íourse0ryonmVh ear”ed. aC<:0r?lng t0 my dlaera"'- At first, of 
course, you will have no basis for making a choice. However after 

y^U should begin to learn something about the diagram 

* TheadecisionthUE\bh t0 make ra°re intelligent decision!, 
thuoo? d®cis^on must be a group decision. You will be allowed 
three minutes for discussion in making each decision. If you wish 

aiLmay íhoose îhe same coordinate on successive trials. You may 

wi!h ™ark yOUr declsions and their value on the diagram, if you * 

Solution: The highest possible score would of course be 200 
where the group chooses the central coordinate on aU ?5 trials. 

Criteria: Total score on 10 trials; 
discover coordinate having highest value. 

number of trials to 

Source : Shaw, 1959. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
3.56 
6.94 
3.25 
5.26 
3.58 

6.21 
3.38 
2.50 
1.85 
3.46 

Q value 
2.70 
2.43 
2.76 
3.37 
3.39 

2.62 
3.62 
2.17 
2.71 
2.62 

♦ a*** 
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Miscellaneous Tasks 

Materials : Four tables placed around the laboratory: 
(a) a supplier's table with a large supply of tinker 

toy parts, sorted and placed in labelled boxes. 
(b) a display table upon which are displayed five complete 

tinker toy models (a top, a man, an airplance, a wagon, and a 
ladder -- all of simple construction), 

(c) the "Shopj" a large table upon which the products can 
be assembled, and upon which are placed pads, pencils, and 
order forms, and 

(d) a "buyer*s" table at which finished toys may be sold* 
Three dollars in change for the group to set itself up in business. 
Four itemized lists of supply costs and selling prices. (One 
list for each of four work periods) 

Instructions : "You are a business organization which manufac¬ 
tures the products displayed on this table (indicating display 
table). Your task will be to buy parts, manufacture the products, 
and sell them at this table (indicating buyer's table). The object: 
of course, is to make as large a profit as you can in the 20 minutes 
allotted to you. You have been provided an itemized list of supply 
costs and selling prices. These costs and selling prices will 
fluctuate every five minutes throughout the 20 minute work period. 
At the appropriate time, I will provide you with the new itemized 
list of costs and selling prices. In order to buy parts, you fill 
out and submit to the supplier itemized order forms, signed by 
each member of the group and accompanied by enough money to cover 
the particular order. Finished products may be sold at the buyer's 
table at any time that is agreeable to the group. Before you begin 
the work period, you will have 10 minutes to plan the operation. 
Are there any questions?" 

Solution: Variable. 

Criteria: Amount of profit or loss during the 20-minute 
period; judged quality of group decisions. 

Source : Fepinsky, Hemphill, & Shevitz, 1958. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
6.25 
2.86 
4.86 
2.91 
6.44 

3.88 
4.83 
6.17 
3.88 
6.21 

Q value 
2.00 
2.59 
2.55 
2.74 
1.66 

2.34 
3.61 
2.64 
2.70 
1.99 

***** 
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Task 95 

. Materials : One 3x5 card for each group member, each having 
5 of the following symbols: 

* 0 + A 0 Q 

Each member is given one card. The symbols are distributed on 
the cards so that only one symbol is held in common by all group 
members. The task of the group is to identify the common symbol 
by written communication. 

■¿fff■»ruc.w.o^: "You will each be given a card upon which 
several symbols have been drawn. Only one symbol appears on each 
and every member’s card. Your task is to discover the symbol held 
in common by all group members. You may not pass on the card to 
others in the group, but information about your card may be communi¬ 
cated by written message. The task is complete when all group mem¬ 
bers have indicated that they know the common symbol," 

Solution : Identification of common symbol. 

Criteria : Time (from go signal until last person knows common 
symbol); errors (number of Ss who identify incorrect symbol); 
number of messages. 

Source : Leavitt, 1S51. 

Dimension 

Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
6.30 
7.21 
3.28 
5.19 
3.50 

5.17 
3.25 
2.84 
2.06 
0.63 

Q value 
1.74 
2.34 
2.96 
3.42 
2.52 

2.77 
3.05 
2.50 
2.74 
0,62 

***** 
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Task 96 

Materials; Fifteen variform cardboard pieces that can be 
arranged in such a way as to form 5 squares, as shown below, plus 
2 pieces that do not fit any square. 

Additional cardboard pieces: 15 matching the ones listed above 
plus 5 pieces like those drawn below: 

A CD <-> Cd CZ7 

These pieces are white on one side and black on the other. 
A tray divided into two sections to be used as a communication 

device* (Note: The pieces to be used in making squares are random¬ 
ly distributed among members of the group; the two extra pieces 
are placed in front section of tray.) 

Instructions: "This is a group problem solving situation with 
a group goal. All members of the group will work on a common pro¬ 
blem, but the only communication among group members will be via 
the experimenter who will serve as a messenger. The group task 
is to assemble five squares from a set of cardboard pieces, such as 
these. (Show examples.) Each person's part is to assemble one 
square, but the group goal is not achieved until all five squares 
have been assembled. There are numerous ways in which one or 
several squares can be assembled from the available pieces, but 
there are very few ways in which all five squares can be assembled. 

Each of you will start off with the pieces that I have given 
you. From time to time, the experimenter (moving in a clockwise 
direction) will present you with a tray which is divided into two 
sections. In the front section are exchange pieces. There will 
always to two pieces there; if you wish to exchange a piece you 
have for one on the tray, you simply make the exchange. The back 
part of the tray is to enable you to request pieces you would like 
to have from others in the group. The black pieces represent all 
the kinds that make up the original set. You may request a piece 
by turning it over and exposing the white side. These pieces 
cannot be exchanged, but are used only for requesting other pieces. 
Each time the tray is presented, you may either pass, exchange one 
piece, request one piece, or exchange one piece and request one 
piece. The experimenter will continue to circulate until all five 
squares have been assembled." 

Solution : Assembly of five squares as shown above. 

Criteria : Number of rounds required (tray rotations); time 
required; number of squares correctly assembled (if time limit 
imposed). 
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Source : Crutchfield, 1951. (Cf. Bavelas, 1950) 

Dimensioc 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
5.88 
7.18 
5.44 
3.30 
4.32 

2.62 
3.73 
4.25 
2.94 
1.21 

Q value 
2.09 
1.58 
3.59 
3.65 
2.32 

2.14 
2.78 
3.57 
2.98 
1.83 

***** 

Task 97 

Materials: Paper and pencils. Copy of the following state¬ 
ment : 

"A certain college had a square dormitory that had eight rooms 
on each floor, as shown in the diagram below: 

♦Stairs 

Upper floor 

The dean of the college stipulated that students be assigned to 
this dormitory so that there are exactly 11 persons sleeping on 
each side of the building, and twice as many on the upper floor 
as on the lower floor. Furthermore, every room must be occupied, 
and no more than 3 persons may occupy the same room. 

After the housing director learned the number of students to 
be assigned to the dormitory, he had no difficulty working out 
room assignments meeting the dean's conditions. When the student's 
arrived, however, he found that there were three more than ex¬ 
pected. Nevertheless, he succeeded in getting them all into the 
dormitory without breaking the dean's rules. Row many students 
were expected, how many actually appeared, and what was the room 
assignment in each case? 

Instructions: "This is a group task. You may attack it in 
any way that you wish as long as you work together as a group. 
The task will be terminated when you have answered the three 
questions posed in the problem statement, or when 20 minutes 
have elapsed, whichever comes first." 
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Solution: 

Number Expected ; 
Assignments : 

27 

Upper Lower 

Number Arrivèd: : 30 

1 3 i 1 • 3 1 2 i 1 ! 1 ! ¿ 1 3'i 3 1 TTï! I i 
fl ' i 2 1 ï i ill ¡ J 2 1 ti—m 
~5 1 2 ! 3 '"1”! 1111 3 1 2 1 2 1 nur 

Upper Lower 

Criteria : Number of questions answered correctly; time. 

Source : (old parlor game) 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution mjiltiplicity 

Scale value 
2.86 
7.21 
6.09 
4.07 
2.96 

6.14 
3.45 
4.12 
3.59 
0.88 

Q value 
2.56 
2.34 
2.32 
3.30 
2.73 

2.96 
2.95 
2.82 
2.68 
2.42 

Task 98 

Materials : A copy of the following diagram: 

Paper and pencils. A copy of the following instructions for each 
group member: 

Instructions: ”A consolidated school is to be built in the 
rural district shown in the diagram. The capital letters (A, B, C, 
etc.) indicate points (not towns) where pupils are to be picked up 
by two school buses. The mileage between each point is indicated 
on the diagram. The capacity of each bus is 35 pupils and the driver. 
Find the most desirable location for the school and give the route 
each bus must take. The buses may start at ANY point and need 
not necessarily start from the school each morning. Following are 
the number of pupils to be picked up at each point: 
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Point: ABCDEFGH I 

No. Pupils: 6 13 17 4 2 5 3 10 3 

This is a group task. Work together cooperatively to solve the 
problem as accurately and as quickly as possible*" 

Solution : Locate school at point G* 

Bus No. 1 leaves point C picking up 17 pupils, thence to Point 
H for 10 pupils, to Point E for 2 pupils, to Point G and school, 
for a total of 3 3/4 miles. 

Bus No. 2 leaves from Point A with 6 pupils, to Point F for 
5, to Point D for 4, to Point I for 3, to Point B for 13, to School, 
for a total of 7 1/4 miles. 

(Three pupils pick-up point at school. Total bus mileage is 12.) 
(NOTE: School can be anywhere between Point B and G, if Bus 1 picks 
up pupils at Point G.) 

Criteria: Time; school location error: distance from best 
location; excess mileage buses travel. 

Source : Shaw, Marjorie E., 1932 (Of. Marquart, 1955) 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
2.79 
3.46 
5.35 
4.58 
3.55 

5.56 
3.06 
4.35 
4.15 
2.06 

Q value 
2.23 
2.28 
2.81 
3.37 
2.46 

2.43 
2.41 
2.44 
2.60 
2.53 

¢¢¢¢)(1 

Task 99 

Materials: A list of words, such as "wrench," "rubv." 
"bread," etc. > y, 

Instruction?: "I have here a list of several common objects. 
On each trial I will select one of these objects and identify it 
as either animal, vegetable or mineral. Your task is to identify 
the object by asking a series of questions. In reply to each 
question posed by a group member, I will answer in one of the 
following ways" (a) Yes, (b) No, (C) Partly, (d) Not in the 
usual sense of the word, (e) Sometimes, (f) I don't know (in 
which case there will be no charge for the question), or (g) 
Please restate the question (in case the question is unclear or 
cannot be answered in any one of the above ways). You may ask 
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questions in any order that is agreeable to the group. If you 
have not identified the object after asking 40 questions, we 
will go on to the next trial. Are there any questions?" 

Solution : Identification of object. 

Criteria: Average number of questions required to identify: 
number oi oojects identified on 5 trials. 

Source : Smith, 1957. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 

Intellectual-manipulative 
requirements 

Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
TTSl 
6.78 
2.68 
5.94 
5.28 

7.34 
5.81 
4.50 
5.65 
0.91 

Q value 
TT5Ö 
2.08 
2.83 
2.85 
2.56 

0.66 
2.76 
3.62 
3.35 
3.10 

***** 

Task 100 

Materials: Paper and pencils. Three crypts: 
H OUST PILY NOHY RTSA CUEC 
2. MITSIENURNINUOGSCKT 
3. PSCLST 

YHOTEH 
0GSNEA 
I0DSNS 
FOTGTO 
TREWRK 

Copies (one for each S) of the following instructions: 

Instructions: "We are interested in observing how individuels 
work togetber to solve problems. In this situation, you are asked 
to work together to solve crypts. Cryptography is the art of se¬ 
cret writing. In it, one word or letter or number is substituted 
for another, or the words are scrambled in such a fashion that 
they are unreadable. Here are several examples: (a) The letters 
of the alphabet are reversed so that Z stands for A, Y for B, 

i^,80 on* Thu® the word class is written xozhh. 
(b) The letters are written in couplets; then one writes out the 
first of £&ch pair, then the second. For example, pencil would be 
pniecl. To break this code, one simply divides the letters in 
half, writes the first half with wide spaces between them, writes 
the second half below with letters corresponding to spaces above, 
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and combines the two. (c) Another method takes the first, then 
the second, then the third, and so on, letters of each word. 
E.Ä., Are you here becomes ayhroeeure. (d) A final procedure is 
called the Horizontal or Vertical Route Transposition Code. 
First, the message is written in a series of horizontal columns; 
then select the letters in some mixed up manner. E.g., This is 
really very easy might be done in this manner: 
- th'ïii 

sreal 
lyver 
yeasy 

The final code then may be written tsly eyrh ieya seas ijrg» 
You may divide the work up any way you wish and feel free to 

discuss and talk freely. You will be given three coded messages 
to unscramble. You will have five minutes to work on each code. 

Solution: 
Crypt 1. Can you solve this crypt. 
Crypt 2. Time is running out. 
Crypt 3. Psychologists often do the strangest work. 

Criteria: Number of words correctly decoded; number of crypts 

correctly decoded ; mean time required per crypt. 

Source: Cattell & Stice, 1960. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
-05- 

6.82 
5.95 
5.25 
3.45 

5.81 
4.88 
5.41 
2.29 
0.79 

Q value 
2.52 
1.52 
3.04 
3.93 
3.41 

2.36 
2.63 
2.69 
2.66 
1.46 

***** 

Task 101 

Materials: Paper and pencils. Three crypts, as follows. 
- T. TEHSYKSILBEU 

2. LLASREUQNOCEVOL 
3. ERAWEBHTEGOD 

Copies (one for each S) of the following instructions: 

Instructions: "We are interested in observing how individuals 
work together to solve problems. In this situation, you are asked 
to work together to solve crypts. Cryptography is the art of se¬ 
cret writing. In it, one word or letter or number is substituted 
for another, or the words are scrambled in such a fashion that 
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they are unreadable. Here are several examples: (a) The letters 
of the alphabet are reversed so that Z stands for A, Y for B, 
X for C, and so on. Thus the word class is written xozhh. (b) 
The letters are written in couplets; then one writes out the first 
of each pair, then the second. For example, pencil would be pniecl. 
To break this code, one simply divides the letters in half, writes 
the first half with wide spaces between them, writes the second 
half below with letters corresponding to spaces above, and combines 
the two. (c) Another method takes the first, then the second, 
then the third, and so on, letters of each word. E.g., Are you here 
becomes ayhroeeure. (d) A final procedure is called the Horizontal^ 
or Vertical Route Transposition Code. First, the message is written 
in a series of horizontal columns; then select the letters in some 
mixed up manner. E.g., This is really very easy might be done in 

this manner: 
thisi 
sreal 
lyver 
yeasy j .. 

The final code then may be written tsly eyrh ieya seas ilry. 
You may divide the work up any way you wisn ana leel free to 

discuss and talk freely. You will be given three coded messages 
to unscramble. You will have five minutes to work on each code. 

Solution: 
Crypt 1. The sky is blue. 
Crypt 2. Love conquers all. 
Crypt 3. Beware the dog. 

Criteria: Number of words correctly decoded; number of crypts 

correctly decoded; mean time required per crypt. 

Source: Cattell à Stice, 1960. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
03 
6.77 
5.77 
5.10 
3.35 

5.93 
4.95 
5.32 
2.32 
0.79 

Q value 
“"03 
1.50 
2.74 
3.94 
3.41 

2.37 
2.63 
2.28 
2.71 
1.46 
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Task 102 

Materials: A copy of the following unfinished sonnet: 
"Knowing this man, who calls himself comrade, 
mean, underhanded, lacking all attributes 
real men desire, that replenish all worlds 
men strive for, Knowing that charlatan, fool too 
masquerading always in our colors, must also 
be addressed as comrade - knowing these and 
others to be false, deficient in knowledge 
and love for fellow man that motivates our kind. 
Nevertheless I answer the salutation proudly, 
equally sure that no one can defile it, |t 
feeling deeper than the word the love it bears, 

A number of cards, each having one of the fo!lowing words 
tvned on it * "The world it builds and no man lying talking behind 
b£k beding trusting friend is worth enough to soil this word 

°r "^Four^cards each having a comma printed on it, and one card 

having a period printed on it. 

Instructions: "The purpose of this task is to determine how 

people work together on a problem requiring verbal Y°™\ 
task as a group, is to rearrange the words and punctuation raarks 
,“u ha« been gten so that the, form the last three lines to the 
unfinished sonnet on your problem sheet. Work as quick», an a 

accurately as you can." 

Solution: , . 
-£Ee world it builds, and no man lying, 

talking behind back, betraying trusting friend, 
is worth enough to soil this word or roar this wo 

Criteria: Number of words and punctuation marks in correct 

order"! time required. 

Source: Marquart, 1855. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
-3752 

5.50 
5.93 
4.39 
3.56 

5.72 
3.61 
4.06 
2.39 
1.15 

Q value 
2.34 " 

3.35 
3.00 
3.31 
2.32 

1.97 
3.14 
2.37 
3.31 
2.09 

***** 
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* 
Task 103 

Materials: Slide projector and 
following numbers of black dots on a 
11S0, 2223, 445, 876, 168, 1326, and 

screen; 10 slides having the 
white ground: 692, 292, 300, 
745. ’ 

a ,We are interested in determining how accur*t«j 
8 6rouP °l individuals can estimate the number of ítems dJsüJjyed 
upon a homogeneous field. On each trial, a slide bzvhig a large 
ïï! d°îS iî wil1 be Pr°jected on the screen. The exposure 
time (5 sec.) will be too brief for you to count the dots, but 
you should be able to get a general impression of the number of 
dots on any given slide. When I say, "Heady," look at the sc-een. 
After the slide has been exr>c^ad, you will have three minutes to 
discuss and to decido "jío/íg yourselves how many dots there were. 
When you have decide^, give me the group estimate and we will go 
on to the next site. Your score will be determined by tbo degree 
to which your rsUmate approximates the actual number of dots on 
each slide." 

Solution: Correct estimate of number of dots. 

Criteria : Mean error (number of dots .minus number estimated, 
without regard to direction); mean time per decision. 

Source : Goldberg, 1955. (Cf. Exline & Ziller, 1959) 

Dimension 
cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
-2763- 

7.09 
2.94 
7.18 
2.69 

6.50 
2.21 
0.91 
2.15 
1.42 

Q value 
"3’.TJ7 
5.68 
2.53 
3.04 
3.43 

3.38 
3.14 
2.68 
2.52 
2.15 

« 



Task 104 

:.33 

I 

« 

f 

Materials: Slide projector and screen; ten slides having 

the f^TTcñlSrnumbers of black dots on a white background: 692, 

222 300,'::::, 2223, 455, 876, 163, 1426, and 745; and 10 
response sheets, one for each slide respectively, as follows: 

« 592 a. 222 a. 200 a, 1120 a, 1850 a, 355 a. 876 a. 100 

b* 692 b 351 b. 250 b„ 1300 b. 2008 b. 455 b. 635 b. ^1 
l: w! c. 326 c! 300 c. M',1 c. 2S23 c. 555 c.1042 c. 168 

a. 1896 a. 1002 

b. 1632 b. 853 

c. 1426 c. 745 

Instructions: "We are interested in determining how accurately 

a eroüïï’-ôT’TncTivTduals can estimate the number of items displayed 
upon a*homogeneous field. On each trial, a slide having a large 

number of dots will be projected on the screen. The exposure time 

Í5 sec ) will be too brief for you to count the dots, but you should 

be able to get an impression from the flash which will enable you 

to choose the correct number from three alternatives which will be 

indicated on each answer sheet. When I say, "Ready," look at the 

«screen After each slide has been exposed, you will have three 

minutes to discuss r :. ’ decide among yourselves which of the three 

alternatives is the correct one. When you have decided, mark 

vour answer on the answer sheet by circling the alternative you 
have chosen and hand the answer sheet to me. Then we will go on 

to the next trial. Your score will be the number of correct 

alternatives chosen," 

Colution: Alternatives b, a, c, a, c, b, a, c, c, c 

Criteria: Number of correct alternatives chosen on ten trials; 

mean time per decision. 

Source: Goldberg, 1955. 

Dimension 
Cooperation requirements 
Decision verifiability 
Difficulty 
Goal clarity 
Goal path multiplicity 
Intellectual-manipulative 

requirements 
Intrinsic interest 
Operational requirements 
Population familiarity 
Solution multiplicity 

Scale value 
¿ • 54 

7.0^ 
2,83 
7.13 
2.35 

S. 50 
rt r>o 
-j • o ¿b 

0,.84 

2.23 

..98 

Q value 

2.66 
5.60 

2.66 
3.00 

2.7C 

3.37 

3.01 

2.56 

2.43 
1.31 

t 
t- £ * t- 
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